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 STATISTICS of SMALL-Pox and VACCINATION, with special REFERENCE

 to AGE-INCIDENCE, SEX-INCIDENCE, and SANITATION. By ALFRED

 MILNES, M.A. (LOND.).

 [Read before the Royal Statistical Society, 15th June, 1897.
 A. E. BATEMAN, Esq., C.M.G., President, in the Chair.]
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 BEING of those who hold to what may be regarded as the earlier
 faith of the Statistical Society, that the true function of the
 statistician is simply to collect facts as fully and marshal them as
 clearly as possible, wholly regardless of what the practical ten-
 dencies of such facts may be, it is with some little reluctance that
 I venture to draw the further attention of the Society to a question
 hotly debated in the arena of practical politics. Amongst the
 disadvantages of State interference and State regulation in matters
 which should be of purely individual concern, not the least is the
 engendering of so much heat that the single-minded pursuit of
 light becomes difficult to the verge of impossibility. This has
 been the case to a peculiar extent in respect of what is known as
 " The Vaccination Question," where a law, harshly administered
 and stubbornly resisted, has ohi both sides tended to overlay with
 special pleading what should have been a purely scientific investi-
 gation.

 Whoever would understand the political phenomenon known
 as " The Anti-Vaccination Agitation "-and its magnitude would
 seem to indicate it as being at least worth understanding-must
 remember some one or two facts, facts obvious enough indeed, but

 constantly forgotteln. And chief amongst them this, that every
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 opponent of the practice, every sceptic, without exception, as to
 its benefits, has in the first instance approached the question in a

 spirit at least of impartiality, and probably with all his prejudices

 strongly in its favour. Every mau who approaches the question
 for the first time finds a considerable body o authority committed

 to one side of the controversy; and in controversy authority
 rarely fails to command as much weight as it deserves, while in
 controversies as to matters of health it has commanded as a rule

 much more. The qualifications of the investigators of this ques-
 tion will of course be as various as is the case with every other
 question of politics. Some, like Professor Crookshank and Dr.

 Creighton, have addressed themselves to the task in happy pos-

 session of every menital instrument that faculty and attainment
 could provide. But, be their equipment for the discussion
 great or small, all dissentients from the orthodox vaccine faith,
 down to the humblest, have at least this in common, that they

 conceive themselves to have arrived, by a routo of perfectly im-
 partial ancd disinterested investigation, at conclusions justified by
 reasoning sufficient to themselves. But secondly, it must be also
 remembered that in the presence of a compulsory law it is not
 possible, nor is it pretended, that this impartial attitude of miind

 could persist. WVhen once the conduct, which is founded onl and
 gives expression to such conclusions, is treated as crimiinal and
 visited with penalties, society has declared a war which substitutes

 struggle for investigation, and the stage of impartiality is past.
 Such a thouglht-history at least it is but bare justice to claim for
 myself. When, now nearly thirty years ago, my attention was
 first called to vaccination as a theory, I was unaware that it had
 been clhallenged, and supposed the benefits of tlhe practice to lhave
 been established in the same sense as the circulation of the blood,
 or any other scientific fact. Not merely in absolute impartiality,
 but slowly and unwillingly, I arrived at miiy conclusion-and took
 the consequences. Of ray competence for forming, that conclh-
 sion those must judge who, being themselves competent, will do
 me the honour to read this paper "not to contradict and confute,
 " nor to believe and take for granted, nor to find talk and dis-
 "course, but to weigh and consider." I only submit that it is no
 fault of mine if I seem to be pleading a cause where I ought to be,
 and gladly would be, investigating a problem.

 II.-The Logical Position.

 If statistical investigation is to be used with a view to the
 support of a legislative enactment, it is obviously of the utnost
 importance that the logical characters of the argument should be

 2 o 2
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 clearly apprehended. In the present position of the law the
 question may be regarded as presenting itself somewhat thus:-

 Is vaccination a proven preventive of small-pox or of death
 by small-pox; and, on the issue so stated, does the evidence in its
 favour attain to so higlh a probability as to acquire that character
 of practical certainty whereby alone compulsory provisions can be
 justified ? "

 In the paper on " Two Hundred and Fifty Years of Small-Pox.
 "in London " read by Dr. Guy before this Society in 1882, I find
 it written that to the vaccination question " There is, there can be,
 " no answer save such as is couched in the language of figures." I
 trust it is no great disloyalty to the principles of this Society to
 demur to such wholesale appropriation, and to protest that so
 many-sided a question can hardly be settled offh ond by any single
 and isolated set of considerations. JFor such treatment implies
 that we start upon a questionl without having troubled ourselves
 to inquire either its nature, its limits, or the true conditions of its
 solution. It must never be forgotten that if the benefits of vacci-
 nation are as alleged, then we are confronted witlh a phenomenon
 absolutely unique. In no other case is it proposed or pretended
 by the inoculation of one disease to prevent another. We have
 then to seek for and estimate the evidence for a fact which, if
 true, is quite without a parallel. And this dominant feature of the
 case needs to be kept in view at every step in the investigationi.
 So that, for the practical statistician who really wishes to arrive at
 the truth of the matter, the question as stated above will require
 modification, and will take some such form as:-

 " Can statistical evidence in favour of the claims of vaccina-
 " tion be found of wi-eiglht enougb, and of a sufficiently unassailabole
 " credibility, to override the inherent pathological improbability
 " of those claims ? "

 The method of this, as of most other statistical investigations,
 will be of course that knownt to logicians as concomiiitant variations.
 Since the labours of the late Professor Jevons, it has been a mere
 commonplace of logic that this method can never carry us beyond
 the region of probable argumenit. So that we have to ask whether
 we can accumulate sufficient statistical probabilities on the one
 side to counterbalance the underlying pathological improbability
 on the other.

 And in the course of the search one precaution, too often
 neglected, should never be forgotten,-a vigilant application of the
 check by the method of the " control experiment." The subject
 matter of o-ur investigationi is vaccination and small-pox. If thenl
 we would avoid fallacy we are bouLnd, whenever a change pertinent.
 to our investigation occurs in the presence of vaccination, to
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 re-investigate with a view to discover whether the same change

 nay not equially occur in its absence; and, whenever a change

 occurs in small-pox which seems to bear on the argument, to
 re-investigate so as to know how far the same change has occurred
 in other diseases of like kind, but to wbich lno vaccinal methods
 have been applied. The neglect of this precaution in questions

 unconnected with any legal enactment is reprehensible enough, as

 a disloyalty to the cause of scientific truth; but to neglect it when
 arguing for the maintenance of penal statutes directed against men
 and womeil of blameless life, against whose char acter " mistaken,"

 " misguided," and " ill-informed " are the worst epithets that even

 Mlr. Noel Hlumphreys can suggest, is a direct contribution to the
 worst formi of anarchy.

 In the question witlh which we have to deal, the basis of com-
 parison, with a view to establishing, the concomitant variations, if
 any, will be fourfold-Time, Place, Age, and Sex.

 It thus becomies clear that the proper periods for comparison
 wviil have to be ascertained, anld this in its turn involves a know-
 ledge of the history of past enactments and of their effects in

 respect of the vaccination of the people. A short sketch of these
 is the more necessary, as I believe tllat history to have been, as a

 rule, radically wrongly stated.

 III.-Vaccination Legislationt.

 Before the year 1853 vaccination legislation has blut one
 feature worthy of special remnark. In the year 1840 was passed
 " An Act to Extenid the Practice of Vaccination," and by this Act
 small-pox inoculation was made a penal offence. Now small-pox
 inocuilation in this country dates, in its modern form, from 1721.
 Wherefore, rightly or wrongly, Parliamenit by this Act deliberately
 pronounced the medical profession guilty of a life-destroying error
 which h-ad lasted for a hundred and twenty years. So that wlhen
 in 1867 the edifice of legal compulsion of vaccination was com-
 pleted by the passing of a measure in which this prohibition
 was again repeated, we have infallibility proclaimed and error
 admitted in one and the same parliamelntary breath. It must
 never be forgotten that vaccination is not the first but the second
 nethod of small-pox prevention advocated by a practically
 unaniimous profession; that the first of these is now a penal
 offence; and that some modesty of tone might well befit the
 advocacy of the compulsory enforcement of the second remedy
 by a profession which has tlhus admittedly indulged for more than
 a solid century in deadly error as to the first. Yet it is the first
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 thus penalised, and not the second at all, which presents analogy
 with the modern methods of treatment by " attenuated virus."

 The first law for the compulsory infliction of vaccination was
 Lord Lyttelton's Act in 1853. .Tudged by its results upon the
 official figures, this would seem to have been the most effective of
 all the series of vaccination Acts. Complete records of the per-
 centage of vaccinations to births are wanting, but the vaccinations
 " at the expense of the poor rates " which had amounted to 66&o
 and 6 i*o per cent. of the births in 1852 and 1853 respectively, rose
 to no less than Io8-7 in 1854. And so far as statistics can bear on
 the justification of the maintenance of compulsion, the qaestion
 will be as to how far the statistical results have verified the
 promises by which the compulsory enactment wvas originally
 obtained. As to the promises themselves, there can happily be
 no dispute. In moving the second reading of the " Vaccination
 "Extension Bill " on 12th April, 1853, Lord Lyttelton himself
 said, "It is unnecessary for me to speak of the certainty of
 "; vaccination as a preventive of small-pox, that being a point
 " on which the whole medical profession have arrived at complete

 " unanimity." And in thus formulating the promise which passed
 the law, Lord Lyttelton did but echo the collective voice of the
 Epidemiological Society, which in its report on small-pox and
 vaccination, 1853, had written, " We are ourselves satisfied, and it
 "is the concurrent and unaninious testimony of nearly 2,000
 "medical men with whom we have been in correspondence, that
 "vaccination is a perfectly safe and efficient prophylactic against;
 "this disease." And in its turn the Epidemiological Society
 merely brouglht up to date the declaration to which, as early as
 1800, John Ring, in that " Testimonial " to which he had secured
 the signature of nearly every London doctor, had proclaimed it
 " our opinion that those persons who lhave had the cow-pox are
 " perfectly secure from the future infection of the small-pox."
 Nor has the enormous mass of accumulated post-vaccinal small-
 pox down to our own day sufficed to diminish the arrogance,
 though it has somewhat chainged the terms, of those official
 assurances which originally procured, and still maintain, the
 compulsory law. In 1881 the " Times" declared that so protective
 were vaccination and-re-vaccination that " no one need have small-
 " pox unless he or she pleases." Aind the "Lancet," on 16th
 January, 1892, wrote in a leading article, "No one need die of
 " small-pox; indeed no one need have it unless he likes-that is to
 "say, he can be absolutely protected by vaccination, once
 "repeated." And Mr. Ernest Hart, editor of the " British
 "Medical Journal," wrote in the " Times " of 31st August, 1894,
 an assertion which though limited to the earlier ages of life, is as
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 uncompromising as any of its predecessors; " Vaccinated children

 "under 10 years of age are wholly and entirely immune from

 small-pox and cannot be infected." Nor has the possibility of
 there being a debtor side to the account been forgotten. The

 denial of drawbacks has been neither less positive nor less

 emphatic than the assertion of benefits. " Against this -vast

 " gain," writes Sir John Simon, " there is no loss to counlt."
 Such then were and are the promises and professions by which

 the compulsory law was obtained and is still maintained; and
 therefore, in an attempt to estimate statistically the merits of that

 law, it is with these promises and professions that the actual
 statistical facts must at every step be confronted, compared, and
 contrasted.

 The next landmark in the history of vaccinal legislation is the law

 of 1867, and this is to this day the law under which all penalties
 are exacted against unbelievers. This is the vaceiniation law of
 England; yet vaccinists almost invariably ignore it as far as

 possible in favour of an Act, emendatory in details of administra-
 tion and registration, passed in 1871; the real object being
 apparently to throw the year 1871, with its remarkable and fatal
 small-pox epidemic, into the earlier period of compulsion not

 efficiently enforced. It thus becomes of the utmost importance to
 determine, as a matter of simple historical fact, how vaccination
 was enforced under the 1867 Act, and before that of 1871 took
 effect in 1872. Fortuinately evidence abounds of the uncom-
 promising severity with which the law of 1867 was at once put in
 force. The 1871 Committee reports itself " glad to find that
 "wherever the guardians endeavour to carry out the law, it is

 very generally, and indeed almost universally enfolced." And
 if, as is often the case, the question is made to turn on the appoint-
 ment of vaccination officers, the same Committee can be cited as

 reporting that " it appears that in the majority of the unions
 " such officers have been appointed." I will only cite a few of
 the results. In one of the years in dispute, the year 1869,
 Samuel Beck of D)orking was filed for a second child, though he
 produced in court as his " reasonable excuse " a first child inijured
 by vaccination. In September George Riley, of Bury St. Edmunds,
 was fined for the sixth time-a treatment already six timres as
 severe as the late Royal Commission would sanction. In this year
 William Johnson of Leicester was imprisoned-the well 'known
 " silver watch case " of Dr. Seaton. On one day of this year,
 26th Augnst, four fines were imposed at Amipthill with alter.
 native imprisoniment up to two months. On one other day,
 13th September, thirty-nine summonses were heard in Dewsbury.
 That no element of reckless harshness might- be wanting, a fine was
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 imposed at the Thames Police Court in spite of the production of
 a medical certificate of unftness. In August Mfrs. Anne Sipple
 was committed for seven days' hard labour-an illegal sentence-
 and confined in a stone cell with an infant of eighteen months, the

 child deprived of shoes and socks, and a diet of bread and water
 only for both. In November of the same year the leading case of

 Allen v. Worthy had decided an appeal in favour of the legality
 of those endlessly repeated prosecutions, wlhiclh have been now
 unanimously condemned by the Commlissioin in that Interini
 Report, whiclh MIr. Noel Humphreys and othier pro-vaccinist
 writers so studiously ignore. And before the passing of the 1871
 Act, C. W. Nye of Chatham had served five out of the nine
 separate imprisoniments whicih he underwent in vindication of
 v9acciine law. This man Nye was a -watch nmaker, with hands
 rendered delicate by his callinog; and in prisoni he was set to
 wheeling stones for the repair of the building, until, to quote his
 own words, "the handles of every barrow that I wheeled were
 '" stained witlh my blood." The object seems to lhave been to
 deprive him of a livelihood by crippling him in the exercise of his
 frade; but be that as it may, all such " criminal " treatment of
 anti-v-accinists lias been unanimously condemned by the Commis-
 sion. So that those who hold that vaccination was "not efficiently
 " enforced " before 1871, may at least console themselves withb the
 &ssurance that never more in our history will it be so efficiently
 enforced as it was then. And the oft repeated statement that
 " no effectual means of enforciog tlle obligation existed until after
 " the Act of 1871 took effect," is quite cuiriously the reverse of
 the truth.

 That these facts are by no means recited for the mere sake of
 re-opening old wounds, that they are on the colntrary of the
 utmost importance in the search for st,atistical truth on the
 question, is at once manifest, when we introduce the correction
 whiclh they indicate into the table presented to the Commission b.y
 Dr. Ogle, and printed on p. 114 of its First Report. The age-
 distribution of the population not being given for successive years
 in the Regpistrar-General's Reports, I confine myself to the "all
 "' ages " column of the table in question for pointinog the following,
 contrast
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 TABLE T.- fean Annual Rate of Miortality per MIillion from Snall-Pox
 at all Ages in Three Groups of Years, selected withi referentce to Optional

 and Obligatory Fracci?tation.

 Dr. OgIe's Division. Tlie Ilistoricnil Division.

 Period. Mortality. Period Difference. Mortalit3. 'Period.

 (1.) Yaceinationi 305 f (1.) Vaccination
 optional, 1847-53J 1 [8f, II, 305 { optiona., 1847-53
 (2.) Vaccinationi J X oL or t(2.) Vaccination
 obligatory, but 293 z6 % 38-8% 188 obligatory, but
 not efficienitly en- ( ' not efficiently en.
 forced, 1854-71...J 109F 39, 1 l forced, 1854-67
 (3.) Vaccinatioi'j or or r q r(3.) Vaccination
 obligatorv, but l 48-8% z0-7% J obliaatory, but
 more eflfiiently y 114 149 inoro efficiently
 enforced by vac- enforcd by vac-
 cination officers, ciiiation officers,
 1872-87 ...- J . L1868-87

 If the object were to show how different arrangements of the
 same figures will elicit from those figures an entirely opposite
 evidence, a better instance than this table could hardly be found.
 Accordilng to Dr. Ogle, small-pox during a period of vaccination
 but sliglhtly obligatory declines by little more than a quarter;
 whilst real stringency further diminishes the remainder by nearly
 one-half. But in the light of the historical facts above cited we
 see that the decline during the period of little stringency
 approached to 40 per cent., whilst the fullest severity of vaccinal
 enforcement coincided in time with a further redactioni of little

 more than 20 per cent. According to Dr. Ogle's division, the
 small-pox reduction during the second period approaclhes the
 double of that in the first; according to the hiistorical division,
 that of the first approaches the double of that in the second.

 IV.-Statistics of Vaccination and Small-Pox.

 Having thus it is hoped settled tlle proper points of chrono-
 log,ical division, it becomes necessary to confront the statistics of
 vaccination with those of small-pox, with a view to estimating
 their concomitance, if any. This we can do in-
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 TABLE II.-Statistics of Prihnary Vaccination of Infants, 1872 93, from the Annual

 Reports of the Local Government Board; and of Smnall-Pox Deaths per Million, fromn

 the Annual Reports of the Registrar-General. Fatal Chicken-Pox included under

 Small-Pox.

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

 Of the Chlildren wbose Births were Registered during the Year
 given in Col. 1, by the 31st January in the Year next but onie followilng Quii-

 Birtlhs there were Quinquennial Averane
 Re-- stered A__era Averag

 Year. Registered Certified as Vaccination Percentage Average of
 during iunesusl Vceintibl of ptondof Chiildren Of Small-Pox

 Year sulyVa i "ioi bytpne inot finially Deal. Mortality Year. Vaccinated. hiad Small-Pox; by Remaining. accounted for Default. per
 or Died 'Medical (including eases Milion

 Unvaccinated. Certificate. postponed).

 1872.... 8zaI,856 698,137 8I,192 I 9X42,527 5.1 I
 '73.... 8z6,508 704,666 8 I,540 4,264 36,038 4.8
 '74.... 854,787 727,065 86,341 5,677 35,704 4.8 4.7 232
 '75.... 850,354 722,466 87,549 5,914 34,425 4 J
 '76.... 88 7,694 763,277 85,885 5,528 33,004 473
 '77.... 887,947 766,824 80,541 6,681 33,901 4* ')
 '78.... 891,743 760,982 8 8,820 6,475 35,466 4-7
 '79.... 88o,2.z2 756,835 78,246 6,670 37,471 5.o t 4.7 86
 '80.... 88I,652 750,203 88,z66 5,930 37,253 4 l
 '81.... 883,744 765,162 78,569 6,302 33,711 45 9
 '82.... 889,o82 763,525 82,536 7,598 35,423 4.8 A
 '83.... 8go,78o 762,080 83,o60 8,110 37,440 5.I
 '84... 906,581 761,975 91,578 8,693 41,335 55 l * 5a 6o
 '85.... 894,z63 757,714 85,oo6 9,323 42,220 5.8
 '86 .... 903,846 754,059 92,072 10,187 47,528 6.4
 '87 .... 886,I98 733,980 89,41o 10,402 52,406 7. I
 '88 .... 879,8 I 3 719,103 85,i87 12,282 62,701 8. 5
 '89 .... 885,909 707,161 90,755 13,366 74,627 9 9 F 10 0 1 5
 '90 .... 875,I88 682,560 93,442 13,615 85,571 113 1 l
 '91.... 914,079 693,117 -98,166 13,823 108,973 13 4 J 13 1 I7
 '92 .... 89O,695 663,657 94,499 13,278 119,261 14s'9
 '93 .... 914,557 661,513 105,875 13,845 133,324 i6-I

 This table introduces us to the question at a time when vaccina-
 tion is at its high-water mark, when less than 5 per cent. of tle
 children born escaped the performance of the vaccine rite. Inci-
 dentally this fact in itself is worth a moinent's consideration, just
 to compare it with the first of the Local Government Board's
 " Instructions to Vaccinators under Contract," which opens with
 the inijunction, " Vaccinate only subjects who are in good health."
 If this instruction has been loyally obeyed, and if at the same
 time the figures are correct, then of the 81 millions of children
 born between 1872 and 1881, we have it that, of those surviving,
 more than 95 per cent. passed through the first months of infancy
 "in good health;" in fact, that less than 5 babies in IOO have
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 anything the matter with them. Figures can indeed prove any-
 thing to the man whom they can convince of that. The fact of
 the matter of course is that the Local Governiment Board is year
 by year publishing, and what is worse approving, figures which
 bear witness to the utter disregard of the regulations which they
 themselves profess to put forward as a protection for the puny
 and ailing amongst the children of the nation. Here however
 there are consolations; and while I most earnestly lament the
 suffering and sorrow which lie behind these figures, I cannot but

 remember that they bear solid testimony to the real existence of
 that particular form of reckless maladministrationl, which more
 than anything, else has revolted the feelings of the people.

 But in even this respect the table bears witness to improve-
 ment, and shows that the labours of the anti-vaccinist party have
 not been thrown away. Col. 5 shows an increase in postpone-
 ments of vaccination by medical certificate from 4,264 in 1873 to
 I3,845 in 1893, a ratio increase of 324 per cent., while births have
 only increased by i r per cent. We have been educating our
 masters; and even medical men are less willing than they used to
 be to vaccinate any child under any conditions.

 More important is the evidence afforded by this table as to the
 entire absence of quantitative concomitance as between the thorough
 vaccination of a population and the immunity of that population
 from small-pox. As the quinquennial average of vaccination
 default goes up, small-pox continues to go down. Comparing
 1872-76 with 1887-91, we have it that when there was less than
 half the vaccination default there was more than fifteen times the
 small-pox mortality. Or, comparing the actually first with the
 actually last quinquennium in the table, 1872.76 with 1889-93, we
 find nearly four times the vaccination default accompanied by only
 one-thirteenth of the small-pox mortality. It is hardly necessary

 to go beyond the evidence of this table to show that some cause at
 once more pertinent and more potent than vaccination must have
 been at work to produce the striking fall iu small-pox which set in
 about the year 1886. Vaccination and small-pox attained their
 maximum together, and together they have steadily declined.

 For more detailed evidence as to the behaviour of small-pox
 during registration times; we may consult the following table
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 TABLE III.-Annual Rate o,f Mortality per .Iillion Livintg from Small-
 Pox in England and Wcrales. Fatal Chickeni-Pox included in Small-Pox.

 [From 1838-1887 tlhe figures are taken from Dr. Ogle's Table A,

 "Royal Vaccination Commission, First Report," p. 114.]

 Mlortality,
 Year. MIortality. Year. Mortality Year. Mortality. Year. Mortality. onaittiug

 Cliiekes-Pox.

 1833.... i,o64 1832.. 4o 1867.... Ii16 1881.... Iz-4 119
 39.... 58 '53... 17 I '68 .. 93 '82.... .4 50

 '54... 15I '69.... 70 '83.... 39 36
 1810.. 66i '55.. 134 '8k. 87 83
 '41.... 400 '56... i 9 1870 ... I I 6 '85.... 107 104
 '42 .. I68 '57... 204 '71 .... i,ci '86.... I3 10
 '43 .... P '58... 33 2 '72 .... 824 '87 .... zi 18
 '44.... ? '59.... 195 '73.... IoI '88 .... 40 36
 '45.... ? '74.... 9I '89.... 4 1
 '46 .... P 1860 ... 1 38 '75.... 40
 '47.. :46 '61 ... 66 '76 .... 103 1890.... 4 1
 '48. 3 97 '62... 8o '77.... 178 '91.... 5 2
 '49.... 264 '63... 2 89 '78.... 79 '92.... I9 15

 '64.. 367 '79.... 25 '93 .. 53 49
 1850.... 262 '65... 303 '9. 3 1 27
 '51.. 389 '66.... 141 1880... 29 '95 I 0 7

 This table, without the last column, has recently been described
 as " Dr. Og,le's table, ' First Report,' p. 114." But in onie important

 particular ths description is inaeccurate, as Dr. Ogle's table neces-
 sarily stops at 1887, and thuiLs fails to contain what is probably its
 most instructive portion, tlle immense fall in small-pox during the
 last ten years, concurreintly, as we have seen, with a great revolt
 against vaccination. Mluclh ing,elnious sophistry has been brought
 to bear on this table witlh a view to show that compulsory vaceina-
 tioIn has been causally conniected with the change. The twelve
 years 1838-42 and 1847-53 have been taken as one member of the
 compnrison, and the forty-two years 1854-95 as the other. The
 illogyical character of tllis procedure becomes more specially
 manifest wlhen we rememxiber that small-pox is essentially an
 epidemic disease, and that by this method of treatment the great
 epidemic of pre-compulsion times is averaged over only twelve
 years, wlhilst the remarkable and fatal epidlemic of 1871-72,
 when compulsory vaccination was at its Ileight, is diluted out
 amongst forty-two. It is easy thus to arrive at an average
 per million rate of 408 for the fiist period and 126 for the
 second. But the r eal question is, what can epidemic small-
 pox do in the presence and absence respectively of fully enforced
 compulsory vaccination? lTo answer the question thus puit we
 may compare two quinquennia, the one under voluntary the other
 under compulsory vaccination, and each commencing with an
 epidemic. Such will be the quinquennia 1838-42 and 1871-75,
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 whereof the respective averages will be found to he 576 for
 1838-42, and 4i4 for 1871-75, a diminution of 26 per cent. Now
 this, so far as it goes, is a genuine diminution, and the vacciinist
 may endeavour to claim it to the credit of his nostrum. But the

 claim will be at once disallowed when we apply the method above
 alluded to of the "control experiment." To render the changae
 attributable to vaccination, and to vaccination only, it nmuLst be
 unique, and no other fairly comparable disease muist show on-1
 similar comparison a like diminution. The condition is at once
 seen to be unfulfilled when we apply the test to the fevers-tvplhus,
 typhoid, and simple and ill-defined. In 1838-42 these give an
 average per million mortality of 1,053, and for 1871-75 the similar

 average is 595, a diminution of 43 per cent. There is no evideuce
 that vaccination is an indispensable antecedent to a small-pox
 change when the same change to a much greater extent occurs with
 the fevers wherein no vaccinal influence is claimed. Tlle com-

 parison can be more fully set forth thus:

 TABLE IV.-lfortality compared, Small-Pox with the Ferer Group
 (Typh4us, Typhoid, and Simple and Ill-definied), for the Twvo Quin-
 quennia 1838-42 and 1871-75.

 1838-42. 1871-75. Diminiutioni Per Cent.

 Small.pox ........ 576 414 26.4
 Fever ........... I,O3 575 43X4

 If it be objected that this is to compare two epidemics of an
 essentially epidemic disease on the one hand with two periods of
 diseases of a more endemic character on the other hand, I might
 be content to reply that such fault in the comparison ought to
 favour vaccination if that alleged prophylactic were of real value;
 for on such a supposition small-pox epidemics should have ceased,
 or should at least have shrivelled to the proportions obtainable
 from an incidence exclusively upon the unvaccinated residaum.
 But if it be desired to compare the various periods of a disease of
 specially epidemic character, we may obtain the desired comparison
 in respect of cholera. Now in the first decade of the resumption

 of registration, 1847-56, the annual average of cholera mortality,
 per million was 478; in the last decade 1885-94 it was I6. And
 this comparison can be carried further.

 From the figures of Table III above there has been derived the
 statement that " During the twelve years 1838-42 and 1847-53,
 " for which official records exist, prior to vaccination being made
 " compulsory, the average death-rate from small-pox averaged
 " 408 per million. . . . . Durinjg the forty-tvo years of
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 " compulsory vaccination the annual death-rate from small-pox
 " averaged 126 per million . . . . showing an average decline of
 " more than two-thirds, or 69 per cent." In this statement the
 reasoning is suggested rather than set out, and it amounts to an
 implication that since the decline of small-pox followed, it was
 therefore caused by, the enactment of compulsory vaccination;
 and the form of this implied reasoning is that known technically
 as post ergo propter. To this apply once more the "control"
 observation, as thus-

 TABLE V.-Yortality of Small-Pox and Cholera compared, on Average
 per Million, for the Twelve Years 1838-42 and 1847-53, and the Forty-
 two Years 1854-95.

 1838-42 end 1847-53 1854-95
 (Twelve Years). Forty-two Years). Decline per Cent.

 Smail-Pox ........ 408 126 69

 Cholera ............3 20 69 78

 It is not contended, so far as I am aware, that it was vaccina-
 tion which caused the decline in cholera; yet the same statistical
 treatment must equally fail or equally succeed in attributing the
 decline of both diseases to the same agency. For a conclusion
 which is held to be established by a percentage of 69, surely
 becomes yet more certain when the percentage rises to 78.

 It thus becomes clear that we have no need to intract a special
 cause, vaccination, to account for a course of behaviour in small-
 pox which is not special to that disease.

 Nor can the vaccinist derive comfort from further and more
 minute examination of the returns of small-pox. So far as primary
 vaccination is concerned the case as against epidemic small-pox is
 abandonled by the sincerest friends of vaccination themselves.
 "Primary vaccination," admits Dr. Gayton, "is a very fleeting
 "protection indeed " (Commission, Q. 1755); " it is not absolutely
 "protective up to any age " (idem, 1768); " it would not ward off
 "an epidemic " (idemn, 1770). Nor is this a conclusion recently
 arrived at; on the contrary, though sappressed for political
 purposes, it has been well known from the beginning. As the
 reference has been challenged, it may be as well to place it on
 record that it is no less an authority than Sir John Simon himself
 in whose " Papers " we read of 2,000 cases of post vaccinal small-
 pox occurring in Marseilles as early as 1828, a quarter of a century
 before Lord Lyttelton described vaccination to the House of
 Commons as a certain pre-entive, and by that promise won the
 law. Of course the law when won did not stop the epidemics.
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 Three times since the passing of that Act have we gone through
 periods which may fairly be described as " epidemics," thus:

 TABLE VL-Epidemics of Small-Pox.

 Date. Deaths from Small-Pox.

 185 -5 .......................I...........I.............................. .4 24 1837-59.14,244
 '63-66 .20,059
 70-72 .44,840

 Percentage Increase of

 Population. Small-Pox Deaths.

 Between lst and 2nd epidemics. 7 40 8
 ,, 2nd ,, 3rd ,.9 1230

 And as year by year, up to about 1886, the population was

 becoming, more and more thoroughly vaccinated, so the percentage
 of vaccinated patients to total patients continued to increase. In
 ? 80 of the Dissentient Report of the Commission it is recorded
 of the London Small-Pox Hospital, that " the percentage of cases
 " of vaccinated small-pox patients to the total admissions has
 " progressively increased with the increase of vaccination among
 " the general population, if not in an exact ratio at any rate in a
 " ratio approximating closely to it." And this position is enforced
 in the following table:

 TABLE VII.

 ["Dissentient Report," p. 173.]
 Post-vnecinal Post-vacrinal

 Years. pSemall-Pox Years. small-Pox Years. ~~~~~per Cetit. Yer.per Cent.
 of Total. of Total.

 1826 ................. 38 1864 .................... 84
 '35-45 . . 44 '78-79 ...... 93
 '45-55 .. 64
 '65-65 ,. 78 85 .. .. . .. 93
 '63 . .83 '88-91 (14 cases only) I 00

 So far as I am aware no claim has ever been set up that more

 that go per cent. of London is vaccinated. Yet more tban go per
 cent. of London small-pox is admittedly vaccinated, so far as the
 small-pox hospitals give evidence. In which connection the
 common plea that it is only the severer cases that go to hospitals
 acquires, so far as it is truly urged, a significance unexpected by
 vaccinists. In the 1871 epidemic 9VI5 per cent. of the cases
 admitted to the Highgate hospital had been vaccinated, and 96
 per cent. in 1881. If of the popnlati?rn outside the lhospital not
 more than go in 2oo are vaccinated, while of tlte patients inside
 the hospital the vaccinated percentage is 96, the protectivie
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 influence of vaccination remains to seek. The teaching of these
 figures, moreover, becomes more and more emphatic as snmall-pox
 declines to such small limits as to permit of more minute know-
 ledge of its details. For instance in the Metropolitan Asylums
 Board hospital ships in 1890, the returns were-

 Cases. Deaths.

 Unvaccinated c 5
 Vaccinated .19* I
 Re-vaccinated 2 2

 Total .26 3

 * One of these was certairnly not small-pox, and three otlhers were doubtful.

 The vaccinal condition of the London population can never be
 of more than speculative ascertainment. The best estimate I can
 frame does not admit of more than 8o per cent. as vaccinated,
 taking the average for the last ten years. And in this experience
 at the hospital ships it will be observed that, small as are the
 numbers, they follow the law of probability very closely, with
 8o-8 per cent. of the total cases vaccinated. The incidence of the
 mortality in this small, but therefore highly ascertainable, glroup
 of cases is worthy of notice, as bearing on another aspect of the
 question.

 So much for the comparison on a time basis-the concomitance
 is conspicuous by its absence.

 Nor is comparison by place any better. The whole civilized
 world sends witnesses to failure. The British Army in India,
 without exception vaccinated as adults and in vast majority
 re-vaccinated, yet yields the following return:

 TABLE VII.-Small-Pox amongst European Troops in India.

 Years. Cases. Deaths.

 1880. 1 7 4
 '81 . 7 1
 '82 .44 4
 '83 . 105 9
 '84 .78 8
 '85 ...1. 0
 '86 .22 1
 '87 ...40 2
 '88 ........ 10
 '89. 153 17
 '90 .36 4
 '91 4................ 1
 '92 . .. I 8 3
 '93 ........... 33 4
 '94 . , 13 3

 Total 713 71
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 Here are men in the prime of life, all of tl.em recently

 vaccinated, and most, if nlot all of them recently re-vaccinated, yet
 7I3 of them take the disease whereof they have be-en warranted
 by Sir John Simon " able to betray no remnant of susceptibility
 " to infection; " and their fatality rate is just about twice as great
 as that recorded in the recent on-tbreak in unvaccinated Leicester

 Again, our Army in Egypt gives the following particulars:

 TABLE VIII.-Small-Pox in the Army in Egypt.

 Ratio per i,ooo.

 Year. Strengtl. Admnissions. Deatlhs.

 Admissions. Deaths.

 1832 6,i98 3 _ 0 5

 '83 .. 7,897 8 3 1.0 0-37

 ~81 .... 6,468 25 I 338 015

 '85 9... ,593 52 4 54 0o4z

 '86 .... Ia ,o6z 51 3 4-d OZ 7

 '87 .... 5,2 7 26 4 4 9 0o76

 '88 .... 3,346 1 4 4 4 2 I'9

 '89 .... 3,43 I 42 6 12-2 1.75

 These men are all re-vaccinated, and all presumably healthJy
 young, adults. Yet we read in the Army Medical Report for 1889
 that the figures above quoted for that year were obtained, " not
 "withstanding all the precautions taken in Cairo, and due regard
 "having been paid to vaccination and re-vaccination." We have
 lhere a death-rate of no less tllan i,750 per million, or nearly 73
 per cent. higher than the general English mortality in that
 remarkable and fatal small-pox epidemic of 1871, to which so much
 ingenious sophistry has been devoted in the endeavour to put it
 back into precompulsory times. But I have not heard of any
 attempt to put back the British Army of 1889 into times when
 "there was no effectual means of eniforcing the obligation."

 Other armies have the same tale to tell. There is no dispute
 in any quarter that re-vaccination on joining the colours has been
 the law for the German army (Prussian army before 1871) since
 16th June, 1834. Now in the " Times " of 17th September, 1896,
 Lord Lister, President of the Royal Society, speaking at the
 annual meeting of the British Association, is reported to have said
 that small-pox " is absolutely unknown in the huge German army
 VOL. LX. PART III. 2 P
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 " in consequence of the rule that every soldier is re-vaccinated on
 entering the service." The facts are thus-

 TABLE IX --S?mall-Pox ini the Germzan Armiy, 1834-87.

 Year. Cases. Deaths. Year. Cases. Deatlhs. Year. Cases. Deathis.

 1833 .... 259 5 Forward 1,809 48 Forward 3,187 77
 '36 .... 130 9 1853 138 1 1870-71t 2,879 I64
 '37 94 . 9 '54 3... 121 . '71t 828 34
 '38 .. 111 7 '55 .... 12 _ '72 389 12
 '39 ... 89 z '56.. 21 - '73? 26 z

 '57 . 35. 1 '73-74111 22
 1840 .... 74 z '58 6 1 - '74-75.... 26
 '41 .... 5 9 3 '59 5Z..... 5 '75-76.... 20
 '42 ... 99 z 1860 .... 4 3 '76-77.... 19
 '43 ....167 3 '61 .... 56 4 '77-78... 12 -
 '44 ..... 69 3 '6, 2 78-79.... 15 -
 '45 .....30 ' 623.. 2 '7980... 7 -
 '46 .....30 1 '63 .... 120
 '47..6 - '6 .... I1 1880-81.... 23
 '48 ..... 22 s '063.... 91 ' '81-82.... 16 - '49 ..... 6 '6 7.... 918 8 '82-83.... 9 - 62 1 '~~~67 .... 1887 '83-84.... 7
 1830 ..... 17..I.6 ' .... 7 ' '84-85.... 7 1 ?
 '51 . 4.... 2 '9 3 9 8 '85-86 ... 6 -
 '32 .. 87 I 1870* .... 41 '86-87.... 7

 Forward 1,909 48 ForwarJ 3,187 t7 Total...... 7,503 291

 * January to June, 1870.
 t July, 1870, to June, 1871.

 July to December, 1871.
 ? January to March, 1873.
 11 1st April, 1873, to 31st March, 1874.
 ? Unsuccessfully re-vaccinated on joining tne colours.

 In reply to a cotTection of this error published by Mr.
 Trobridge, F.S.S., Lord Lister has said that his statement would
 have been perfectly accurate if he had confined it to fatal small-
 pox. The table shows that the statement as amended would still

 have been wrong to the extent, of nearl.y 300 deaths. But its
 evidence of the failure of the severest form of vaccination (ten
 insertiolns in each arm) is of more importance than its bearingY on
 the statements of any one manll, however deservedly eminent.

 The above Table IX is taken from pp. 23 and 24 of the official
 Beitrdge zur Betcrtheilung des Ntuizens der Schutz.poclcenimpfung,
 published in Berlin in 1888, and written, it is needless to state,
 in defence of vaccination. This work is particularly valuable for
 the full information it contains as to the vaccinal condition of
 German small-pox patients. I do not propose to enter here on the
 question of the German law of vaccination and re-vaccination, and
 the true date at which the enforcement of vaccination in Germany
 commenced. I content myself with recording my opinion that the
 ingenuity of sophistry has been vainly strained in the endeavour
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 to explain away the provisions of the German law of 183a and
 the stern, uncomLpromising terms of the royal proclamation at the
 head of it. I am the less concernied to do so, inasmuch as such
 a line of argument impales its adherents on a dilemma whereof
 either horn is fatal. For the more widely vaccination was
 enforced upon and practised by the German people before and up
 to the great pandemic in 1871-72, the more dismal the failure of
 vaccination to protect that people as a whole; and the less widely
 spread the practice, the yet more dismal the failure to protect the
 vaccinated part of it. Under these conditions we finid such results
 as these:

 TABLE X.-Classification of Smzall-Pox in Five Germ?az Localities.

 Univaccinate(l.

 Place. Period. Cascs. Vaccination Below
 Not Stated. BlwLegal Of Lcgal

 Vaccination .Age. Vacciniation Age.

 Neuss. 1865-73 248 0 ? 0
 Wesel . '70-73 523 1 4 4
 Colone . '71-73 2,36I 79 12
 Mulheim '71-72 183 0 7 0
 Krefeld . '71-72 ii8 1 0

 Totals ...3,433 81 3+ 16

 Here we have a record of 3,433 cases, whereof, on any reckoning,

 only 50 were recorded as unvaccinated. But in an inquiry as
 to vaccination lawv, as distinguished from voluntary vaccination,
 it is clear that all cases below the legal age limit should be
 excluded, inasmuch as vaccinations below that ag,e are voluntary
 vaccinations. The point however need not be pressed, since a
 total of 50 out of 3,433 gives only an unvaccinated proportion of
 V4 per cent. Practically, 99 out of every ioO of these patients
 ihad confessedly undergone a process which the Parliament of
 England consented to enforce by law, on the strength of the
 emphatic promise of " the certainty of vaccination as a preventive
 "of small-pox."

 Coming back from this slhort excursion into foreign statistics,
 we find plentiful evidence from Englishi cities of the powerlessness
 of vaccination, however thoroughly carried out, to protect a com-
 munity from epidemics of great severity. The quality of the
 vaccination may be as high as its quantity, and tlhe result still a
 futility. The quality is attested by the bonus system, under which
 a second payment is made to the public vaccinator over and above
 his ordinary fee, when he is on inspection found to reach a certain
 high standard of thoroughness, as estimated by magnitude of
 resulting scar. This is not the place to discuss the method cf

 2 p 2
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 such estimation; I content myself with simply expressing my
 conviction that it is pathologically absurd. But taking it seriously,
 I find that the bonus earnings of Sheffield under this regulation
 stand thus:

 TABLE XI.-A wards of Annual Vaccination Bonuses at Sheffield.

 Year. ? s. Year. S? . Year. ? a.

 1876 ...... 341 15 1881 ...... 202 7 1886 ........ 189 3
 '77 ...... i81 i6 '82 2...... 203 14 '87 ....... 1 go 8
 '78 ...... 187 13 '83 183 5 '88 ....... 178 I8
 '79 ....... 17 3 '8 191 *0 I -
 '80 . 84 1I '85 ........ I96 - Total ....... 2,603 4

 So that Sheffield, vaccinally one of the most faithful of places
 on earth, in tbirteen years ending with 1888 earned vaccination
 bonuses to the amount of 2,6031. 48., and in the thirteen months
 ending Marcb, 1888, she reaped her reward in 6,o88 cases of small-
 pox; or a case for every half sovereign of bonus, and 882 over.
 Of these 6,o88 cases, 5,035, or 83 per cent., were confessedly vac-
 cinated. The compulsion of vaccination by law will never, it is
 safe to affirm, develop the vaccination of a city to a higher per-
 fection, quantitatively and qualitatively, than that of Sheffield in
 1838; and the experience of Sheffield demonstrates conclusively
 that such compulsion will never preserve a city from devasting
 epidemics. I am of course aware that much ingenious sophistry
 has been applied to the Sheffield returns oni the basis of a census
 held by Dr. Barry, so as apparently to show a beavier incidence
 of small-pox on the unvaccinated than on the vaccinated portion
 of the community. But in this there was an underlying fallacy,
 inasmuch as the census was not taken until the epidemic was far
 advanced, and a great transferenice had taken place from the uni-
 vaccinated to the vacciniated classes of the inhabitants. By this
 method it is easy to represent an entirely equal incidence of small-
 pox on the two classes as if it were to any required degree excessive
 upon the unvaccinated class. To showv how this can be done I
 take a simple imaginary example, thus:

 Let there be a village of Ioo inhabitants, of whom go vac-
 cinated and IO unvaccinated, and suppose small-pox to break out
 there and last for a month, with a io per cent. incidence on each
 class. This woould give-

 Vaccinated go, of whlom 9 attacked, or io per cent.
 Unvaccinated io, of whom X attacked, or Io per cent.

 But during, the monith let 8 of the 9 remaining unvaccinated be
 persuaded or frightened into getting themselves vaccinated. A
 census of the village held durinig the last week of the month would
 then give-
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 Vaccinated 98, of whom 9 attaele(d, or 9-I per cent.
 Unvaccinated z, ,, 1 ,, ,, 50

 And whoever will read carefuLlly the cross-examination of Dr. Barry
 before the Commiiission, xvill see that the fallacy thus illustrated

 pervades the whole of tlle Slieffield report, aincL vitiates aIl the
 elaborate comparisons -which, in the introduction tlhereunto, Sir
 George Buchanan drew between the vaccinated and the unvacci-

 niated classes to the disadvantage of the latter. Of the great
 Sheffield investigation no certainly establislhed resuLlt remains save
 the broad fact that a city whereini the force of compu-lsory vacci-

 nation could no further go, but wherein sanitation lhas been
 neglected, may suffer terribly from epidemic small-pox. And this

 is the evidence in which so maniy of these towns concur, the story
 of Warrington and of Willenhall, for instance, being but an echo

 of that told by Slheffield.

 Hence we may well adopt the phrasing of the Dissentient
 Report, sec. 72, and conclude on this portion of our investigation
 that " it is supelfluous to cite fuirther evidence at this stage to

 "prove, what is no longer deniied by anybody, that smnall-pox
 attacks the vacciniated." But I must be alloNed to repeat khat

 this assertion wbhich is no longer denied by anybody is itself the

 (diarnetrical contradiction, of the promises which passed the law.
 These promises are now a mere protested bill witlh a bankrupt
 acceptanee whereunto no mani with a shadow of scientific credit to
 lose will venture to put his band.

 V.-Coin2oarative Statistics of Vaccinated and Unvaccina ted.

 So far then as any defence remains for a compulsory vaceiniation
 law it will perforce have to be founded on a comparison between
 the two classes, vaccinated and uanvaccinated. And here at olnce
 a preliminary protest becomes necessary. These comparative
 statistics are all supplied by one of the two parties to the dispute,

 and the other party is allowed no opportunity of checking them;
 and even the party wvlich supplies them so far as they are supplied,
 is permitted to supply or withhold them at its own sweet will.
 The result is shown in the huge proportions of cases " not stated "

 as to vaccination in the small-pox mortality returns. I submit that
 so long as the law interferes with small-pox and vaccination at
 all, it might at least do a little to secure for us some approach to
 statistical truth. If any medical man who filled up a small-pox
 death certificate without entering the vaccinal condition of the
 patient were liable to a fine of 20s. and costs, and to a month's
 hard labour without the option of a fine if that condition were
 afterwards shown to have beeni wrongly stated; if the Registrar-
 GTeneral were compelled to publish in his weekly returns the full
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 name and address of every alleged unvaccinated small-pox death;
 and if, for purposes of check, the vaccination registers were open
 to public search for a small fee of, say, 6d.; I believe in the course
 of very few years the whole face of these comparative statistics
 would be changed out of recognition. We find in the Registrar-
 General's 58th Report, p. xxv, that that official guardian of the
 purity of our public statistics secured 13 convictions in the year
 for " Offences against the Registration Acts," including 7 cases of
 " giving false information," yet so far as I ever could learn no
 prosecutions followeed when the " unvaccinated " deaths at West
 Ham were exposed, nor when in 1892 General Phelps applied to
 the Birmingham statistics the crushing exposure of which the
 Royal Commission refused to receive evidence; nor even when in
 the same year I was able to bring home the exposure to head-
 quarters, and to show how Thomas Port, vaccinated in infancy
 and twice successfully re-vaccinated in the Royal Navy, and dead
 of confluent small-pox in the London Hospital Ships, had been
 made to appear in the Registrar-General's returns as a " no state-
 " ment " case, where I suppose he remains to this day. Alid even
 the official classification itself is totally at fault in having no
 column for re-vaccinated cases. These can never appear in the
 Registrar-General's returns as more than " vaccinated," and, as
 Thomas Port's case shows, they do not always get even so far as
 that;-an arrangement very satisfactory to those who persistently
 proclaim the complete immunity of the revaccinated. The magni-
 tude of the statistical scandal-for it is nothing short of that-
 hence resulting can be indicated in the following table:

 TABLE XII.--Small-Pox Deaths, Vaccinated, Unvaccincated, and No State-
 ment, extracted and calculated from the Registrar-General's Fifty-eighth
 Report, p. Ii.

 1891. 1892. 1893. 1894. 1895. Total for
 Qtuiinquenniunh.

 Total deaths ................ 49 431 1,457 820 223 2,980

 Vaccinated .3 5a 150 153 33 394
 ,, per cent 6- 12 7 10 3 19 I 5 13.

 Unvaccinated .17 106 253 176 61 613
 ,, per cent. 34:6 24f5 17-3 21.4 27 205

 No statement .29 270 1,054 491 129 1,973
 per cent. 59'z 6 z6 72 3 s598 58 66z2

 We thus find that the all-important evidence as to the vaccinal
 condition of patients dying from small-pox has been suppressed
 in no less than two-thirds of the total cases. Now for my own
 part I have met such an energetic eagerness on the part of the
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 medical profession to point a moral and adorn a tale with an
 unvaccinated death, that I find it quite inconceivable that a single
 one of she I,973 unstated cases should have really escaped the
 performance of the rite. And on this supposition we should have
 for the quinquennium 1891-95, vaccinated deaths 2,367 out of
 the total of 2,980; a percentage of 79 4, and a sufficiently close
 approximation to my estimate, mentioned above, of not more than
 8o per cent. of the population as vaccinated.

 And much the same thing holds good when we examine the

 returns for the earlier ages exclusively. Extracting and calculating
 from the annual Reports of the Registrar-General for the quin-
 quennium just concluded, we have-

 TABLE XIII.-Small-Pox Deaths amongst Children according to
 Registrar-General's Annual Reports, Quinquenniunm 1891-95.

 Under 1 Ycar. Under 5 Years.

 uniuber. Per Ceut. Number. Per Ceut.

 Vaccinated .............. 23 6 -z 33 4X4
 Unvaccinatedl ............ 112 30-4 263 35-7
 Not stated .............. 233 63 3 441 59 8

 Total .............. 368 - 737

 Here again we have the same suppression of the facts, but with
 less excuse. For it is simply preposterous to urge that the vaccinal
 condition of an infant under a year old cannot be discovered. Yet
 nearly two out of every three deaths at this tender age fail to be
 reported on in this essential particular. And again, by adding the
 not stated and vaccinated classes together we obtain a total of 256
 for the ages under 1 year, annd 474 for ages under 5, a percentage
 of 69-5 and 64-3 on the respective totals at those ages. Considering
 that the portion of the population living at these very early ages
 will include a considerable proportion of infanits below the vacci-
 nation age, and that we can fairly infer from sec. 102 of the
 Dissentient Report that such infants constitute a not inconsiderable
 fraction of the total small-pox mortality among these early ages of
 the Registrar-General's Reports, these percentages of 69-5 and 64-3
 are sufficient to dispense with the necessity of assuming any special
 influence of vaccination upon small-pox.

 In another directiotn this table is no less significant.
 To begin with, children under 1 comprise all the babies below

 vaccination age; wherefore in any number of children, taken as
 they come, of all ages up to 12 moniths, there will be a far larger
 proportion of unvaccinated than in a similar group of children at
 all ages up to S years. That is to say, the percentage of vaccinated
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 children under 1 is of necessity smaller than the percentage of
 vaccinated clhildren under 5. Yet the table shows that the per-
 centage of vaccinated small-pox mortality under 1 (6 2I per cent.)

 was getting on for half as much again as the similar percentage

 (4-4 per cent.) under 5; while on the other hand the unvaccinated
 mortality under 1 formed a smaller percentage of the whole (30o4
 per cent.) than did the unvaccinated mortality under 5 (35 7 per
 cent.). The same figures have a bearing on the question of recency.
 For the vaccination of children under I must on the average be
 more recent than the vaccinat.ion of children under 5; yet it is the
 more recent vaccination which is the greater failure. And claiming
 as f do the whole of the " nnstated " in this table as really belong-
 ing, to the vaccinated, we find once more that the vaccinated

 supply nearly two-thirds of the small-pox deaths under 1 year of
 age. In five years we lhave on this computation 256 deaths of
 children uinder 1 year concerning whom the doctors either explicitly
 confess their vaccinated condition, or at all events do not dare to
 deny it. And then they talk of " absolute protection for a time ;"

 and the Comimission recommends us to be vaccinated every nine
 years. Why, if these poor little mites had had as many lives as cats,
 they might at this rate have commenced each life with a vaccina-
 tion in the spring and ended each one with small-pox in the
 autumn, and have still had time to lose all the nine before arriving

 at the re-vaccination age as proposed by the Commission.
 Then again the 23 admitted deaths of vaccinated children

 under 1 year have a peculiar significance juLst now, when Dr.
 Bond and the Jenner Society are protesting that to ensure " pro-

 " tection " we must be vacciniated again and again: we must renew
 " the premium of insurance." It would be interesting to know how
 many premiums of insuirance ouglht to have been paid on behalf
 of these 23 poor little mites, who were confessedly born, cowpoxed,
 smallpoxed, and buried, all within a single circle of the seasons.

 But these considerations have brought us into contact with the
 different ages at which small-pox either occurs or becomes fatal.
 And, so far, I have endeavoured to show that vaccination is not
 the cause of the favouirable changes which have taken place
 in respect of small-pox. I now turn to the endeavour to find
 what that cause has really been; and I shall hope to show that a
 cause, at once true and sufficient, can be found in the complex of
 measures to which the collective name of " Sanitation " has been
 applied.

 VI.-Sanitation and Age-Incidence.

 It is this complex of measures which has furnished us with
 the ordinary and received metlhods of contending against the
 zymoties as a whole. But in the particular case of small-pox it
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 has been urged, ancd it is in fact the official view prevalent in our

 country to-day, that sanitation is either of no avail at all, or of so
 little as to render imperative the universal adoption of the special

 measuire, or menagerie of measures, known by the name of " Vacci-

 "nation." That this is the official view is shown by the following

 considerations

 The Registrar-General, in the 43rd Report for 1880, argues

 that the decline in small-pox cannot be due to sanitation entirely,

 on the ground that it has been greater than that obtaining in the

 case of other diseases, and greater in young, lives, e.g., children

 under 5 years of age, than at later agres, or all a.ges. And the

 same view the witness representing the department also endeavonis
 to enforce in his evidence before the Commiission. Dr. Ogle there
 says (Q. 351) "If it were true thatk the great fall of 72 per cent.

 in small-pox was due to improved sanitation, -which doubtless

 "has reduced mortality very conlsiderably, we should expect,
 "C naturally, that the fall would have been shared by persons of all
 "ages, but nothing of the kind is the case." And again (Q. 493):

 Speakinig roughly, I do not suppose you can attribute (to sani-
 " tation) more than you can to the decline in the general death-
 "rate." And Mr. Thorne Thorlie, both generally, as in Q. 744,

 and in particular by his citation of the case of the s.s. " Preussen "

 (Q. 994 sq.), anniounces on belhalf of the Medical Department of
 the Local Government Board, that " as far as we have been able to
 " gather there is absolutely no other explanation for this marked
 " reduction of small-pox mortality amongst ehildren, except the
 " mere fact that children are nearest, in point of time, to tlhe date
 4 at which they were vaccinated." I propose therefore to now

 consider, in the light of statistical fact, the position that sanitation
 is of no practical avail against small-pox.

 There is an initial difficulfy as to terms. 'Within the scope
 of the word " sanitation " I include all the conditions of healthy
 living. I do not propose to confine it to the narrow sense in which

 it applies only to drainage.

 Now to sanitation in this wider sense small-pox is very highly
 amenable, both (1) at all age3, and (2) at ages unrder 5. To
 show this we will compare the " expected " mortalities of a

 typically unhealthy locality such as Liverpool with those more
 favoured places-the " healthy distiicts " of the Registrar-
 General-where the entire anniual mortality does not exceed I 7 per
 thousand. This we can do for a period when small-pox was

 prevalent enough to fairly eliminate the dangers attendant on
 small numbers, by using the materials supplied in the Supplement
 to the Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the Registrar-General, pp.
 xxix, cxii and cxxviii. The result will be found in-
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 The teaching of this table is as follows:--

 Supposing a million children to be born alive i-ra Liverpool,
 and another million to be born alive in one of the "Healthy
 "Districts," and to be kept under observation through life and
 until death. Then, taking for example small-pox as subject of
 investigation, it would be found that in the Healthy District, on
 the basis of the rates observed up to the date of the table, 2,359 of
 the million will ultimately die of small-pox, as against 8,141 in

 Liverpool. This shows that the advantage of greater healthiness
 of living, or greater sanitation, does affect very considerably the
 small-pox mortality. In other words, that small-pox is highly

 amenable to sanitary influence. Nor is this all. For it will be
 found that of the total 2,359 small-pox deaths that may be

 expected in the Healthy District, only 602 will occur in children
 under 5 years of age; whereas in Liverpool, of the total 8,i 41
 small-pox deaths, no less than 5,175 will occur before the com-
 pletion of the fifth year. Or again, that while in the Healthy
 District the children's share of such small-pox mortality as there
 is amounts to only 25-5 per cent., in Liverpool, the children's
 share of the same mortality rises to no less than 63 5 per cent.,
 So that, though the difference between the sanitary condition of

 Liverpool and a Healthly District causes the total general small-
 pox mortality of the latter to be only 28-9 per cent. of the similar
 mortality in the former, the Healthy District small-pox mortality
 under 5 suffers a far greater reduction still, being buit II -6 per
 cent. of the similar mortality in Liverpool. Whereby it is shown,
 in contravention of the official view, first, that small-pox is at all

 ages highly amenable to sanitary influence, and secondly, that its
 amenability is greater at the earlier ages than at the ages beyond
 childhood in the proportion of 5972 o i i I6. From an inspection
 of the columns for the comparative percentages at all ages and at
 ages under 5, we find that, as compared with other diseases-

 (1.) In respect of amenability to sanitary influence, small-pox
 is excelled at all aoes collectively by cholera and measles

 only;
 (2.) And at ages under 5, by cholera alone.

 And further, the table shows the fallacy of the argument
 adduceJ by Dr. Ogle in Q. 351, that sanitation calnnot have been
 the cause of a reduction in mortality from a given disease unless
 that reduction has been shared by persons of all ages. In every
 one of the diseases contained in the table the children's share of the
 mortality is less in the Healthy District than in Liverpool; whilst in
 no case save that of small-pox alone is it even alleged that there is
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 or can be any other cauise of the difference beyond the greater
 healthlinless of living in the one place than in the other. Wthberc-

 fore inot only does sanitation chainge the general mortality, but it
 chancges the infant mortality to a vastly greater extent than it

 does the adult mortality. And this in practically all tlle zymotics,

 whether taken individually, or collectively as a group, with the
 results totaled.

 Or, to pat the same thing another way, if we couLld suppose a

 million of persons of all ages to be removed from the conditions of

 life whiclh prevail in Liverpool, and transferred to such conditions
 as rule in the " Healthy Districts," the chance of escaping death by

 any of the zymotics would be greatlv increased for all ages, but
 would be increased by far the most for the ages under 5 years; and
 this for all zymoties, but most for cholera, small-pox, and measles.

 If, in the face of such an investigation, it be stilL maintained
 that the influLence of vaccination as distinct from sanitation is to
 be scen in the diminutioni of the children's share of whatever
 small-pox mortality is going, I reply that, to estimate such an
 argument, we must compare the chang,e which has taken place ini
 the agre-incidence of small-pox with the similar chlange, if any, in
 the case of other conmparable diseases, and with the like change,
 if any, in the unvaccinated class of small-pox patients. SuLch is

 probably the only mariner in which the principle of the " Control
 " experiment " can be applied to the question. This bring, s us to
 consider:-

 VII.-Comparative Changes of Age-Incidence in the Zymnotics.

 Here the first question will of necessity be: With what other
 diseases shall small-pox be compared ?

 Now it is obvious that, for the purpose of comparing diseases
 on the basis of changes in their age-incidenlce, we muiiist find othel
 diseases which affect patients of all ages. On this head I agree
 in full with Dr. Ogle in his evidence before the Commission
 (Q. 518), that " Fever is the oily one of the zymotic headings that
 " you can take, because it is the only one which affects all a-es to
 "a -ny extent." I compare, tllerefore, small-pox with Typhus and

 with Typhoid in the annexed Table XV.
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 TABLE XV.-L(hildren's Share of the Mortality from Small-Pox, Typhtts, and T,yphoid,
 respectively, in Quiniquennia. Percentage of Deaths under 5 to Deaths at all Ages for
 Four Successive Quinquennia.

 [Extracted from t.he Registrar-General's Annual Reports, "England: Causes of Death."]

 Percentage
 1871-75. 1876-80. 1881-85. 1886-90. Dminution of

 1Perceintage
 (i.e., Decrease

 I per Cent. of
 Per- Per- Per- rer- Children'sSae

 Numbers.1 Nunmbers. Numbers. Numibers. comparin centage. centag_e. centage. centage. Ist with 4thI
 Quinquenniunii.

 Small-pox 14,834* = 31-1 2 -440 25-0 2,451 = 23-4 363 19-6 36.9
 47,595 9,7,26 10,433 1,846

 Typhus .... 617 6 4 9 - 6-1 1 = 3 5 1 = 3-4 46.8
 9,517 4,238 31,016 YU4

 Typhoid ....7,617 = 17-4 5,562 16-0 2,678 = 9-3 1,895 7-5 5 6,8
 43,679 34,651 28,788 25,22C1

 _ .

 * Table 31 of the Forty-third Report yields a total of 47,696 small-pox deaths at all ages
 for this quinquennium, on accournt of the inclusion of chicken-pox therein. This does not affect
 the percentage.

 The figures as given above exclude from both numerator and denominator the chicken-pox
 deaths for 1875, thus exactly following the Registrar-General's actual figures in each annual
 Report, the change to the present rule of omitting chicken-pox having first taken effect in the
 Forty-fifth Report.

 Subsequently to 1875 the chicken-pox deaths are uniformly excluded.

 But this table contains two difficulties:-

 (A.) In 1871-74, the deaths from " chicken-pox " are included
 in those from small-pox, thus much increasing the children's
 share of the small-pox mortality for the quinquennium 1871-75
 as compared with the latter quinquennia, wherein chicken-pox is
 omitted. To remedy this defect we might either simply deduct
 the chicken-pox from the 1871-74 figures, or we might replace the
 chicken-pox in the subsequent quinquennia. Which is the proper
 correction ?

 In all the tables I have set out in this paper, fatal chicken-pox
 has been iicluded in small-pox. I am glad to note that Mr. Noel

 Humphreys has adopted this course in some of the tables in his

 recent paper, and only wish he had done so in all. For as it is
 lheld by all authorities that chicken-pox is never fatal, it follows
 by mere logical conversion that nothing that was fatal was chicken-
 pox. How then ought we to describe these so called chicken-pox
 deaths? I consider the answer to be contained in Sir Thomas
 Watson's " Lectures on the Principles and Practice of Phlysic,"
 Vol. ii, p. 805, where he says: " These mild and irregular forms of
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 " variola, both parents and medical men, wishing, I suppose, to
 " believe nothing in disparagement of the protective power of
 " vaccination, are apt to consider and to call chicken-pox." I am
 glad that the responsibility thus falls on this distinguished and

 eminent physician, whose vaccinal orthodoxy was beyond suspicion,
 of thus ascribing the chicken-pox deaths to their vera causa in
 small-pox, and of also assigning them, for reason given, to the
 vaccinated class of small-pox mortality. It is pleasant to have an
 acknowledgment from such a quarter that vaccination has been
 saved by the sacrifice of pathology.

 We shall have then to amend Table XV by including the
 deaths from chicken-pox for all the years contained in it.

 (B.) The other difficulty arises from the somewhat curious
 treatment of remittent fever by the Registrar-General.

 It would appear from the note appended to Table XV of the

 Fifty-third Report, p. 38, that from 1869 to 1880, deaths from
 remittent fever under 5 years of age w-ere classed under typhoid;
 thus increasing, for the years which include our first and second
 quinquennial period, the infant share of typhoid mortality. To
 render the comparison fair, therefore, the deaths from remittent
 fever of children under 5 should be reckoned in also for the last
 two quinquennia. This we can do by fetching them back out of
 the class of " Malarial Diseases " to which they have been assigned,
 and restoring them to typhoid as before. When these amendmenits
 have been made in the table it will present the appearance shown
 in Table XVI.

 TABLE XVI.-T/he same Table corrected for Ckicken-Pox and Remittent Fever.

 Percentage
 1871-75. 1876-80. 1881-85. 1886-90. Diminution of

 Percentage
 (i.e., Decrease
 per Cent. of

 Chiljdren's Slhare)
 Per- Nubr.Per- Per- rer- coprn Numbes. ers. r. Numbers.l Numxbers| com-parnltg

 c centage. I centage. I centage. ceNn tege. Ist with 4tU i
 e. Quiinquenniumn.

 Small-pox 341939 - 2,98 28-6 8,02 = 27,2 82 53
 47,696 1,t311,026 2,32U = ~ - I~

 Lyphus 6 4 259 = 6-1 10 = 35 = 34 46 8 9,617 ~~~4,.-33 3,016590

 Typhoid .7.4 71,762 = 16a 0 3312 = : l|,4: = 8 4 | 5 '; 43,769 874 -4,651 1- 2 9, 4 -122 12 26I7

 It is not supposed that the reading of this table, which I pro-
 ceed to consider in this its finally amended form, will present any
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 difficulties. The comparison is strictly as to the children's share

 of whatever mortality there is, whether much or little, from the
 three diseases selected for examination-the selection, it may be
 repeated, being iri accordance with Dr. Ogle's own opinion that
 these diseases are of the only kind you can fairly take. It appears
 that in the five years endinog with 185 there were 47,696 deaths
 from small-pox at all ages, whereof I4,929 were of children under

 5; a percentage share. amounting to 3' 3 per cent. falling to the
 lot of these children. In the five years ending 1890 the total
 small-pox mortality has enormously diminished, the deaths in that
 period only totalinig to 2,320 for all ages. But the children's
 share of this diminished mortality is not diminished; on the
 contrary, it is a little lar(ger than before, there being 820 of these
 deaths to go to the account of children under 5, a percentaoe
 share of 35-3 per cent. The diminution of the childreni's share of
 small-pox as betweeni the first and the last period in the table is
 therefore a minuis quantity; that is to say, it is an inicrease. The
 actual increase, or difference between the two percentages, is 4;
 and 4 is 12-7 per cenit. of 3I-3. Turning now to the incidence of
 typhoid, we find that of 43,769 deaths at all ages in the five years
 ending 1875, 7,617 were of children under 5-a children's share
 amounting to I7'4 peii cenit. Wlhereas in the last quinquLennium
 of the table there were 25,472 deaths at all ages, and of these 2, 146
 in children under 5, a children's share of 8-4 per cent. Anrd if

 8-4 be subtracted from I7-4, the differel)ce will be 9; and 9 is
 5IV7 per cenit. of I7'4. So that, comparing the fiist with the last
 quinquennium, the children's share of the current typhoid mor-
 tality is found in the interval to have diminished by 51'7 per cent.
 Thus diseases to wlhich no vaccination has been applied, and the
 only modifying influence upon which has been " sanitationi " in the
 broad sense above assinted to the word, lhave altered in the matter
 of their incidence upon the younger lives not less than small-pox
 has done.

 So that if it be argued that the reduction of small-pox cannot
 be due to sanitation because it has taken place clliefly in the young
 lives, and that this change of age-incidence, beiDg peculiar to
 small-pox, must be due to a cauise (vaccination) which is also
 peculiar to small-pox, I reply that the diminution in the young-life
 share of the mortality from small-pox has of late years been of
 doubtful actuality, and that it is certainly -not peculiar to small-
 pox, having, in fact taken place to a no less extent in other diseases;
 and that, no vaccination having been applied to those other
 diseases, it becomes clear tbat vaccination is not an indispensable
 .cause of changa in tl e age-in illeice of the mortality from any
 dlis( ase.
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 I therefore submit, as conclusions from these tables:-

 (1.) However you reckon the doubtful elements, it remains true
 that the children's share of fever mortality has more

 largely declined than their share of small-pox mortality.

 (2.) When proper corrections are made, it is shown to be at
 least doubtful whether the children's share of small-pox
 mortality has of late years decreased at all.

 (3.) Even allowing it to have decreased, the decrease is not due
 to vaccination, since a like decrease to a greater extent
 has taken place in diseases to which no vaccination is as
 yet applied.

 As a fartlher indication of the importance of the proper treat-
 ment of chicken-pox I submit the following:

 TABLE XVII.-Share of Snmall-Pox ifortalitty borne by Children Under 5, as affected
 by the inclusion or exclusion of the Chicken-Pox Mfortality.

 Small-Pox Deatlis Small-Pox D)eathls _
 inicluding Clickien-Pox. excluding Difference

 Clhlckeni-Pox. Cliicken-Pox. Percentae PerceLItage Chicken-
 that that Pox in and

 A. B. X. Y. B is of A. Y is of X. Chicken-
 All Aves. Unider 5. A ll A ges, Under 5. Pox out.

 1856-60 19,270 11,010 233 214 19,037 10,786 57 I 56-6 o.5

 '61-65 23,007 12,477 262 210 22,745 12,231 54'2 63-7 o.5

 'G6-70 11,779 6,403 3'1 2'J7 1X,467 6,106 5 532 X
 '71-75 47,696 14,929 376 350 47,320 14,579 31V3 308 O0

 '76-89 10,243 2,938 5i7 498 9,726 2,440 78-6 250 3.6

 81-8;5 11,025 3,002 592 551 10,433 2,451 27.z 234 3.8

 '86-90 2,320 820 474 457 1,846 363 35'3 19 6 157

 '91-9 3,515 1,313 535 611 2,9SO 802 3723 26-9 b.4

 This table shows how, as the total of small-pox declines, the im-
 portance of chickeu-pox increases, in virtue of its increased influence
 on the age-incidence percentages. This makes it the more to be
 regretted that in MIr. Noel Humphreys's paper, his Table IV
 should include chicken-pox in the first period only. The table in
 question is thus doubly discounted in its accompanying statement
 that in the last decennium, 1885-94, the rates for small-pox further
 fell, for ages under 5, and 5-10, from 128 and 63 of the former
 decenniuni to 50 and IS respectively. First, because i1o proper
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 allowance is all the time being made for chicken-pox; and
 senondlly because the fall, whatever it really was, was coincident
 with a rise in the vaccinal default from about 5 5 per cent. to the

 *6 i per cent. of 1893. In the light of these facts I propose to
 consider a little fuarther the conclusions above arrived at.

 The last colclusion (3) can further be strengthened divectly.
 Not only has the children's share of smiall-pox mortality not
 declined to a greater extent than is the case with other diseases

 to which vaccination does not apply, but-

 Taking the childrcn's share of small-pox mortality in times
 when all were unvaccinated, and comparing it vith their share

 of such small-pox as is still unvaccinated, it will be found.
 that the decline in this exclusively unvaccinated class bas

 been as great as in the vaccinated and unvaccinated taken
 collectively.

 We are assured that before vaccination times, 8o per cent.
 of small-pox nIortality was contributed by clhildren under 5.
 Numerous autihorities could be cited for this assertion. It may be
 enough to refer to-

 McVail, "Vaccination Vindicated," pp. 17 anid 18.
 McVail, "SSmall-pox in Kilhnarniock in thc laLst Century," in the Local

 Government Board Report for 1884.
 Sir Jolhn Simoni, Appendix to First Report o' the Royal Vaccination

 Comnmission, p. 76.
 Mr. Tliorne Tliorne, quoting the passage last rJferred to, whien replyinig

 to Q. 820.

 Anid we are furtlher assured that this 8o per cent. has been
 reduced to " about 30 per cent." (Cf. McVail, op. cit., p. 18.)

 This assertioii as to the reduction of the children's share of the
 mortality from small-pox may be taken as about correct for tlhe
 time at which it was made. Taking the figures for the quin-

 quennium 1886-90, and including in every member of the com-
 parison fatal chicken-pox under small-pox, we slhould obtain a
 total of 2,320 small-pox deaths, whereof 820 were under 5 years
 of agre, a percentagre of 35'3. These figures include the small-pox
 deaths of all classes, the vaccinated, the unvaccinated, and the " not
 "stated." But we can next proceed to compar3 these inclusive
 figures with the figures for the exclusive class of unvaccinated,
 and the result is shown in Table XVIII, wherein it is set forth
 that of the 452 unvaccinated sniallpox deaths in that quinX
 quennium, I 46 were under 5 years of age. This gives a percentage
 ,Of 34 3. So that the reduction in the children's slhare of unviacc-
 tiated small-pox ,has been for this quinquenniam fully up to thlit
 general average of reduction.
 VOL. LX. PART 111.
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 TABLE XVIII.-C'omparison of the Total Children's Share of the Svmall-
 Pox Mllortality of all Classes (J7accinated, Unvaccinated, and "Not
 "Stated"), with the Slhare of the Unrcaccinated Small-Pox Hortalit?y
 boine by Unvaccinated Children, for the Quinquennium 1886-90. Fatal
 Chicken-Pox in7clutded in Small-Pox.

 Small-Pox Deaths, 1886-90.

 Age-Periods. All Classes. Uiivaccinated only.

 Numibers. Percentage. Percentage. 1 Numbers.

 Under 5 .... . 820 146
 All ages . ... . 2JBS}.35.3 34.3 = 42'

 Since calculating out the above table the publication of the
 Registrar-General's Fifty-eightlh Report lhas completed another
 quinquennium which may be combined with 1886-90 to make the
 deceninial return for 1886-95, the last ten years of registration.
 The table will then stand thus:

 TABLE XIX.-Extension of Table XVIII to the Decenniunt 1886-95.

 Small-Pox Deaths, 1886.95.

 Age-Periods. All Classes. Uiivaccinated only.

 Nun4ber,. Percentage. Percentage. Nunibers.

 ITnder 5 ...... ... 2133 _ 36-5 42-7 = 444
 All agese. 5835 1038

 Thus a change which is held to demonstrate the indispensable
 value of vaccination, is shown to have taken place to a hardly less
 extent amongst the unvaccinated tlhan in the wlhole category of
 small-pox, taking vaccinated, unvaccinated, and not stated together.

 Or otherwise: While the genieral children's share of small-
 pox mortality has declined from 8o per cent. to 36-5 per cent., the
 unvaccinated clhildren's share of unvaccinated small-pox mortality
 has declined from 8o per cent. to 42-7 per cent.

 But it may he argued that these later years give but small
 figures to argue on, and that chicken-pox ought not to be included.
 I reply, firstly, that in England and Wales these latter years are
 also the least vaccinated of any since 1871, and that the smallness
 of the figures for the small-pox deatlhs of unvaccinated children
 shovs that it is not the dangerous thing to neglect vaccination
 that it is said to be. And secondly, we can go to the returns of
 unvaccinated small-pox since 1881, and omitting all notice of
 vaccinated small-pox altogether, and bringing the figures up to
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 the date of the last returns, simply compare the thus-obtained
 results with those of pre-vaccinial times. Table XX wvill enable us
 to do this, and to show that in a class where vaccination, not
 having been applied, can contribute nothing to the phenomenon,
 the children's share of small-pox mortality has been reduced to
 practically half of what that share is alleged to have been in the
 eighteenth century.

 TABLE XX.- Unvacciniated Small-Pox Deaths, 1881-95.

 Year. A. All Ag(es. B. Under 5. Percentage, B of A.

 Prior to vaccination .... ? 80

 1881 ................. x,o68 407 38 1
 '82 ................ 325 109 33 5
 '83 ................ 6z 61 3-6
 '84 ................ 595 252 42-3
 '85 ................ 795 33() 41 5
 '86 ................ 43 18 41V8
 '87 ................ III 33 29-7
 '88 ................ 269 95 353
 '89 .... ............ Z 0 _
 '90 ..o 0
 '91 ......5... I 7 9 52- 9
 '92 ............. IO6 38 35 8
 '93......... . . 253 131 1I.7
 '94 ................ 176 85 482z
 '95 ............... 6 I 3 5 73

 Totals ............ 3,983 1,603 40Z z

 Again, it may be urged that small-pox affords the only case
 in which the infant and child mortality has declined concurrently
 with an increasing mortality for adults. It was

 Decrease in Children + Increase in Adutlts

 that was described as a unique condition, pointing to a unique
 cause, which could only be vaccination.

 I believe it will be admitted on all sides that this contention
 may be fairly as well as conveniently, expressed thus:-A disease
 wlhich succeeds in killing more adults would have killed miore
 children too, but for a disturbing cause, vaccination.

 In reply I deny that the position is unique. It is lnot true
 that small-pox is tlhe only disease which, having killecl more
 adults, has yet failed to kill more children:-whence it follows
 that the assumption that small-pox, of which the conditiolns are
 true, must of necessity find the causation of those conditions in
 vaccination, remains a mere assumption, unsupported by proof.
 There is another epidemic disease, against which no inoculative
 prophylactic has as yet been adopted, which has nevertheless
 behaved in the same way. This is influenza, the age-incidence of

 2 Q 2
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 whose mortality is compared with the similar aoe-incidence of

 small-pox mortality in Tables XXI and XXII. The sources and
 the method of such comparison are as follows:

 Within the limits of civil registration there have been two
 distinctively epidenmic occurrences of influenza, viz., in 1847-48
 and in 1890-91. The age.incidence of these two visitations is very
 fully set forth in a table on page xx of the Fifty-fourth Report
 of the Registrar-General, and there marked as Table G.

 TABLE XXI.- Deaths Regi2stered as due to Influenza, per M[illion
 Living at each Age.

 Age-Periods. 1847-48. 1890 91.

 Under 5 7X3 306
 5. 8o 55
 10 .49 46
 15-. 5 115
 25-. 79 197
 35 -. 1 39 347
 45 -. 284 59
 55 ...809 1,060
 65- . . 2,3 72 1,985
 75- . .,,..........3, 355
 85- .1,243 4,82l

 The figures show at a glaince that whilst theire has been a consider-
 able diminution of the mortality under 10 years of age per million
 Tiving at that age, yet at every age between 15 and 65 the
 mortality has greatly increased. If we now take as bfasis of
 comparison the returns for small-pox in the two periods 1847-53
 and 1872-87, returns which aire given in the well known " Table
 L " of the Registrar-General's Forty-third Report, and which are
 put in as evidence on page 114 of the First Report of the present
 Vaccination Commission, we find that the same thing is indeed true
 of small-pox; but that the adult increase is much more marked in
 the case of influenza. To show this in detail, I add, in Table
 XXII, a comparison of the two diseases-

 TABLE XXII.-Srnall-Pox and Influenza:-Change of Age-Inicidence
 comparmd.

 SMn U-P'OX. Influelnza.

 Mortality of I icrease Age-Periods. Increase Epidemic of

 Decrease Decreatse
 1847-53. 1872--87. Per Cent. Pler Cent. 1890-91. 1847-48.

 1,617 242 - 85 0- 5 57 306 71 3
 337 120 - 64 5-10 -31 55 80
 94 69 - z6 10-15 - 6 46 49
 l09 122 + I2 15-25 + IZ 115 1

 66 107 + 6z { 354 } 3 +149 { 197 79
 35-45 ~~~347 '3 9
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 We there see that while both diseases show a diminution of the

 infant and child mortality, and while, also, both show adult

 increase, this increase, for ages 15 to 25, is I25 per cent. for

 influenza, and only 12 per cent. for small-pox, and while the small-

 pox mortality for the ages 25 to 45 has increased by 62 per cent,
 the same ages show for influenza an increase of 149 per cent.

 Thus the phenomenon in question is not unique. It occurs in

 the absence as well as in the presence of vaccination; and there is
 therefore no evidence pointing to v-accination as its cause.

 This investigation on the basis of age-incidence can be further

 combined with that on the basis of locality. Such a combinatioa
 has been attempted in the Majority Report of the Royal Com-

 mission. followed by lMIr. Noel Huniphreys in his recent paper,
 Table VI. That table I here reproduce, as thus:-

 TABLE XXIII.-Child Mortality from Small-Pox in relation to the Neglect
 of V7accination in Six Towns whtich have recenttly sufered from Small-
 Pox Epidemics.

 [" Final Report," pp. 50 and 176.]

 1 2 38 4 5

 Total of Pereentage of "Unaccoutiited
 Towiis. Date of Cmaii Pox De,tsudr1 for " as to

 Epidemic. Deatls. to Small-Pox. Vaccinationi.

 Warrington . 1892-93 6z 22 5 4:8
 Sheffield. '87-88 589 25 6 4-5
 London .'92-93 182 36 8 9 9
 Dewsbury .'91-92 10 51-8 3 V3
 Gloucester . '95-96 443 64 5 67 6
 Leicester .'92-93 71.4* 68 i

 * Excluding the deaths of 3 patients in a scarlet fever ward in close proximity
 to the small-pox hospital, tllis proportion would be reduced to 66 6 per cent.

 Now, to look at this table is to conclade that the unvaccinated
 children of Leicester suffered more than three times as severely as
 the vaccinated children of Warrington, and nearly three tines as
 severely as the vaccinated chlildren of Sheffield. But tllis conl-
 clusion is not justified, as the followino considerations, for the
 sugg,estion of whose argument I am indebted to my friend Mfr.
 Alexander Paul, wvill, I think, fully show. In the first place, the
 age-incidence argument is only a fair one when the figures are
 taken over a large space and a long time. It is not logical to com-
 pare thus single outbreaks in particular localities. If in one town
 small-pox break out in a school, and in another in a factory, the
 age-incidence will be very different whatever the vaccinal states
 of the populations concerned. And here, in Warrington, the small-
 pox hospital was near the great forges, and spread the disease
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 among adullts; in Leicester it was close to the scarlet fever wards,
 and spread it among children. And more than that, it is clear
 that the ratio of children's deaths to total deaths may be increased
 in two ways; either by increasing the number of children who die,
 or by diminishing the number of adults. For the ratio in question
 is expressible by a fraction thus:

 Children

 Children + Adults'

 and every sclhoolboy knows that the value of this fraction will be
 increased either by increasing the number of children or by
 diminishiing the number of adults. For instance, let small-pox
 break out in two towns, A and B, of equal population; and let
 there die in much vaccinated A, IO children and 990 adults, miiaking
 the fraction to be-

 10 1= - = I per cent.
 10 + 990 1,000

 And in little vaccinated B let there die io children and io adults.
 This gives:

 -___ =- = So per cent. 10 + T0 20

 Now, although the clhildren's share is fifty times as great in B
 as in A, yet the total severity of epidemic is fifty times as great in A
 as in B. And we should have thought that nobody but a Royal
 Commissioner, or a Registrar-General's official subordinate, would
 appeal to the contrast between A and B to enforce the moral as to
 the dire consequences following fr-om the neglect of vaccination.
 Yet this is exactly what the Commission does in its comparison of
 the six towins in the table above quoted. For they have reasoned
 on the clhildren's share of the deaths without a checking inquiry as
 to the clhildren's share of attack. This checkiing comparison we
 can find in-

 TABLE XXIV.-Children's Incidence of Attack com7pared with their
 Incidence of 3fortality.

 Percentage b)orne by them of Percentave borne by thicn of
 .otal Small-Pox Illness. Total Small-Pox Deaths.

 Warrington 9-83 22-58
 Sheffield . .12-42 25 60
 London . .1521 36 82
 Dewsbury . .21-64 51-82
 Gloucester. 35 67 64-52
 Leiceter . .3053 71 43

 (or 66-60)

 So that the high proportion of children's deaths in Leicester
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 seen to have been due to the high proportion of children's attacks.
 Now furtber check the above by this table:

 TABLE XXV.-Actual Numbers on which the above Percentages are based.

 Under IO. Over IO.

 Attacked. Died. Attacked. Died.

 Warrington .6 14 596 48
 Sheffield* .581 I28 4,096 368
 London . .358 67 1,995 I I
 Dewsbury ....... 219 57 793 53
 Gloucester .706 28o 1,273 154
 Leicester .109 l 248 6

 * The Sheffield figures are estimated on comparison of Dr. Barry's report
 with the figures given by the Commissioners.

 Thus so far as age-incidence is concerned the whole argument
 against Leicester is made to turn on the fewness of the six deaths
 over the age of 10. Are we then to conclude, that if only Leicester
 had lost by small-pox a hundred times as many adults as she did,
 that the value of vaccination would have been shown, on the
 strengtb of this age-incidence argument, to have been a vanishing
 quantity ?

 The fact is that the combination of age-incidence and locality
 only supplies us with a further vindication of the thesis that
 vaccination has nothing to do with the observed phenomena. This
 is admirably shown in the table set forth in Sec. 148 of the Dis-
 sentient Report, thus-

 TABLE XXVI.-Age-Incidence of Small-Pox in various Districts of
 Scotland in the Epidemic Year 1871.

 Total Deatlhs. Deatlhs under 5. Deatr s undt. r o .

 Principal towns (population 886 195 ZVO
 above 25,ccc). J

 Large towns (population 143 32 22-3
 from IO,000 to 25,0c0) ....F

 Small towns (population 209 55 263
 from 2,00c to lc,ccc) ....J

 Mainland rural districts ........ 183 25 13.6
 Insular ,, ........ 1 0 o0o

 It thus appears clearly that the more generally healthy the
 conditions of the district, the smaller is the children's share of
 whatever small-pox the district had.

 Reference to this table as being contained in the Dissentient

 Report makes it incumbent on me to protest in the very strongest
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 terms against the assertion in the paper of Mr. Noel Humphreys,
 that " in the Miniority Report of Dr. Collins and Mr. Picton, no
 "explanation of this change of age-incidence is attempted." Of
 that Minority Report Secs. 139-148 are devoted to the explana-
 tion whose existence Mr. Humphreys thus denies.

 It therefore renmains to' find a cause for this shifting of age-
 incidence of a disease. It is submitted that that cause will be
 found in sanitation, using the term in the wide sense above
 attached to it.

 The official position, as has been shown above, is-" It canniot
 "be sanitation which produces change in age-incidence, since
 "sanitation applies to all ages alike, and would affect all alike
 " with a similar change."

 I reply that this reasoning is: (1) not what we should expect
 on estimation of the probabilities; (2) not justified by observed
 statistical fact.

 To meet it let us seek some common cause quite apart from
 small-pox and vaccination, and consider its effects at various
 age-periods. Such a common cause is locality. iVhere yoz
 live is a common cause applied to all ages alike; surely then,
 if we comnpare a notoliously unhealthy neighbourhood of London
 with a suburb of high sanitary repute -we ought, accorditg to the
 medical theory, to find a difference between the mortality of the
 two which is constant for all age-periods. Let us then compare
 two different parishes of London, the one, Wlhitechapel, an cast-
 end parish with a teeming population mostly very poor, and the
 other Hampstead, a suburb in the north-west, for the most part
 on high ground, and possessing probably tlle purest atmosphere of
 any suburb at a similar distance from the city proprr. The result
 appears in the followin, table:

 TABLE XXVII.-Annual Average Death-Rate per Million Living in.
 Decade 1881-90.

 [From Registrar-General's Supplement to Fifty-fifth Report, pp. lxiv
 and lxxxiv.]

 All Ages. Under Fire.

 Wliitechapel ............... 19,800 84,845
 Hampstead ............... 12,200 48,550

 Difference ............... 7,600 36,295

 Difference per cent ... 6z z 74'7

 The result of this comparison is that the differences showii
 between the all-age and the child-age mortalities are not the same.
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 Hampstead has a superiority of 7,600 deaths per million living at

 all ages, but a superiority of no less than 36,295 per millioni

 amongst little children under 5. And the comnon cause " Where

 "you live" does not affect all ages a-like. On the contrary, as
 common sense wonld suggest, and as no statistician should require
 to be told, to the common cause applied alike to all ages the

 tenderly susceptible iinfant ages rcact with vastly greater celeiity
 and certainity.

 In this Table XXVII the correction for hospital mortality
 has been made as indicated in the footnotes to p. lxiv of thlo
 Supplement to the Registrar-General's Fift,y-fifth Report. In the

 corresponding page of the Supplement to the Forty-fifth Report,
 dealiing with the preceding decennium, the Registrar-Gelneral
 made the corrections himself, and for that decade the correspond-
 ing comparison would stand thus:-

 TABLE XXVIIA.-Annucul Average Death-Rate per Million Living in
 Decade 1871-80.

 [From Registrar-General's Supplement to Forty-fifth Repart, pp. lxx
 anid lxxxviii.]

 All Ages. Unider live.

 Wbitechapel ................ 23,600 95,830
 Itlmpstead ................ 16,600 57,210

 Difference ............... 7,000 3S,620

 Differcnce per ceiit... 4 ,. 67-5

 And an alternative interpretation, for greater clearness, may ba
 applied to the table in this fornm, thus: If a population liviig in
 Harnpstead, and as Hampstead lives, were compelled to move into
 Whitechapel, and there to live as Wliitechape] lives, its general
 mortality would increase from i16,6oo per million per annum to
 23,600, an increase of 42-1 per cent.; but its itifant mortality

 would experience a much greater rise, namely, from 57,210 per

 million living under 5 years to 95,830, an increase of 67-5 per cent.
 Wherefore it is obviously by no means true that wherever a

 change in mortality is observed to affect infants more than adults,
 a cause peculiar to infancy is indicated. And hence when we find
 infant small-pox to have declined more than general small-pox,
 there is no need to thence infer any peculiar benefit in infant
 -vaccination. The fact simply indicates the peculiar susceptibility
 of infants to improvements in the general art of healthy living.

 (2.) The secolnd answer to the official position, viz., that it is
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 not justified by actual statistical results, may be narrowed down
 to the actual recorded experience of the leading zymotics.

 We find, on comparing Liverpool with the " Healthy Districts,"
 that, as we pass from the former to the latter-

 (a.) Zymotic mortality as a whole lessens.
 (b.) Of such zymotic mortality as remains, the children's share

 lessens.

 (c.) The susceptibility to sanitary interference of a particular
 disease shows itself, therefore, not only by diminution of

 absolute mortality, but also by diminution of the children's

 share of remaining mortality.

 (d.) In this sense small-pox is bighly amenable to sanitary
 interference; not less but more amenable than almo3t

 every other zymotic.

 In support of this final assertion (d), tha accompanying diagram
 is submitted, showing the " Influence of Sanitation on the Age-
 " incidence of Zymotic Mortality." This presents another aspect
 of the comparison already instituted in Table XIV between
 Liverpool and the " healthy districts "' of the Registrar-General,
 and is extracted from the elaborate tables given on pp. 29, 112, 128,
 of the Supplement to his Thirty-fifth Report. These tables give
 the expected mortality from various causes per million born alive,
 under each of the contrasted circumstances, and at each age-period.
 From these tables have been ascertained-

 (1.) For each disease, and under each circumstance respectively,
 the total expected mortality per million born alive, at all
 ages.

 (2.) The sanie for ages under 5.
 (3.) The percentag,e wlhich such mortality under 5 bears to

 such total mortality; i.e., the children's share of the total
 expected mortality from each disease, under each circum-

 stance respectively.

 These last percentages, for Liverpool and the "healthy dis-

 "tricts," are recorded in Cols. 11 and 12 of my Table XIV.
 And the difference between these two columns will give the
 difference in the children's share due to the difference in the mode
 of life. And the diagram shows this difference at a glance. For
 the amount of the children's share in Liverpool is shown by the
 whole shaded area for each disease, in percentages, each smaller
 square couniting for i per cent. The extent of the similar children's
 share for the "healthy districts" is shown in the light shading.
 Therefore the black area shows the excess of the children's share
 in Liverpool above the similar share in "healthy districts." And
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 INFLUENCE OF SANITATION ON THE AGE-INCIDENCE OF ZYMOTIC MORTALITY.

 Compaison of LIVERPOOL with " Healthy Districts" as to the share borne by Children
 under 5 in the Expected MORTALITY per 1,000,000 born alive from the

 undermentloned DISEASES.

 Calculated from the Tables on pp. xxix, cxii, cxxviii, of the Supplement to the 3sth

 REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL.

 = Children's share in the Healhy Districts.
 The two Shades together - Children's share in Liverpool.

 alonte = Excess of Children's share in Liverpool over their share in the Hcalthy Districts.
 SMALL-POX.

 63 5 - 25,.5 -6'80.

 DIARRHEA. DIPHTH ER IA MEASLES

 _____-_____ 404 768 -10 6 -36-2. 91--5 - 76019 /8-5

 SCARLET FEVER. CHLR.FEVERS.

 70.0-5. 1 I 6. I I25-f1=81. 121 99 2-2.
 WHOOPING-COUGH. OTHER ZYMOTICS. ALL ZYMOTICEb.

 95 6-3 94'2 14. 6*/3-27 -7 .97 -2. 60- 0 Xt98 =20 2.
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 thus the black area becomes a measure of the extent to which
 sanitation can influence the children's share of expected mortality.

 On this method small-pox is compared with seven otlher zymoties
 separately; theii with the remaining diseases of the zymotic group;

 and lastly, with all the diseases of that group in sum. And the
 conclusion is that, judged by the extent of the influence of sanitary
 circumstance on the distribution of the expected mortality amongst
 the age-periods under and over 5 years-

 orSall-Pox shows an aneizability to Sanitary Inte)ference greater
 than that of any other Zymutic save only Diarrhcea.

 Thus the statement so often made that sanitation can preserve

 from typhoid but is useless against small-pox is wrong in every
 respect, but peculiarly wrong, in respect of age-incidence. In all
 unhealthy district the children's share of the small-pox mortality,
 takinig Liverpool as an example, will run to 63-5 per cent.; in
 healthy districts that share is only 25 5 per cent.; and the dif-
 ference, 38 per cent., measures the influence exerted by sanitation
 on the age-incidence of the disease. Anid this figure, 38'O, is
 larger than the corresponding figure for any other disease, save

 only the 40-4 for diarrlhoea.
 It may possibly be objected that, whzen comparing the figares

 for small-pox in recent quinqueninia witlh similar figures for other
 diseases, the greater change is shown to belong to those others,
 whereas the comparison between Liverpool and ," Healthy
 " Districts" shows the greater change as occurring, in small-pox;
 and that there is here an apparent discrepancy which requires
 explaining. I conceive that the explanation, so far as any is
 needed, lies in the fact that there is of necessity a kind of
 " Diminishing Return " in the reduction of the children's share of
 a zymotic mortality, and that while, so long as any small-pox is
 left there will probably always be a children's share thereof, there
 is no reason to despair of the reduction of the all-age small-pox
 mortality to zero. That, therefore, comparing the large figures of
 Liverpool with the snmaller returns for " Healthy Districts," the con-
 trast between the shares would naturally come out much greater
 than the similar contrast in the children's shares of the much
 smaller mortality of the last few quinquennia.

 VI] I.-Sex-Incidence.

 Aniother element in the controversy as to whether the incidence
 of small-pox is or is not a matter of vaccination as distinguished
 from sanitation, is its incidence on the two sexes.

 There can be no doubt that re-vaccination is preponderatingly
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 incident on the male sex. Amongst the causes of this preponder-
 ance we may reckon:

 1. The services;

 2. Life assurance.

 Of these,
 (I.) The army and the navy both ilisist on vaccination or

 re-vaccination in England. And in Germany, the army vacci-
 nation law of 16th June, 1834, combined with the conscription,
 practically insured a most rigorous vaccination, with nio less than
 ten insertions in each arm, for the whole of the able-bodied adult
 males in that country. (Cf. the Second Report of the Com-
 mission, Q. 6967, et seq.)

 And the civil service is another energetic vaccinating agency,

 incident in vast majority on males. And these influences tend
 towards the re-vaccination of young aditlts.

 (2.) Life assurance applies in great preponderance to the heads

 of families, the male bread-winners. And I am assured on the high

 authority of Mr. G. F. Simons, who was for something like forty
 years in the service of the National Provident Life AssLirance
 Association, and retired not long ago from the position of its
 chief clerk, that at least forty-nine males take out policies of life
 assurance for one female.

 Now infantile vaccination, on the other hand, is applied, under
 the pressure of the compulsory law, to both sexes alike.

 Hence, if vaccination be the arbiter of small-pox incidence,
 we shall expect to find an equality in respect of small-pox at

 early ag,es, which equality will give place amongst adults to a
 considerable preponderance of small-pox amongst females, the
 lesser vaccination of these latter leaving them more exposed than

 the more highly protected males.
 But the facts are juist the other way. From the Supplcment

 to the Forty-fifth Report of the Registrar- General, pp. cxii and
 cxiii, I extract the accompanyin(g Table XXVIII of the incidence
 of small-pox on the two sexes at various age-periods, and for the
 three decennia 1851-60, 1861-70, and 1871-80.
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 TABLE XXVIII.-Annual Mortality from Small-Pox and from Fever
 (Typhus, Typhoid, and Continued) per Million Living at all Ages
 and at Twelve Groups of Ages, among Males and Females, in Three
 Decennia.

 [From Supplement to Forty-fifth Report of Registrar-General, pp. cxii
 and cxiii.]

 Small-Pox. Fever.

 Age-Period.

 Decade... 1851-60. 1861-70. 1871-80. 1851-60. 1861-70. 1871-80.

 All.f Males .... 242 182 267 907 896 494
 A Females.... 202 145 207 909 87,5 477

 0- f Males . 1,047 66i 538 1,401 1,230 644
 i Females 1,021 648 516 1,434 i,z66 658

 5 f Males 271........ 150 301 937 881 486
 ] Females .... 243 140 267 1,G07 966 550

 10- 4 Males 70 ........ 56 136 687 62z 390
 L Females .... 76 56 139 878 798 487

 _ f Males 103 1........ 1 206 838 787 513
 Females.... 81 80 189 1,026 9II 573

 20- J Males 174 i8t 377 850 823 579
 ? Females... 91 95 230 781 722 445

 25- Males 119 I36 300 673 70. 436
 Females 6.. 68 7 0 1I. 83 627 641 387

 35- _ Males G9. .. 69 98 211 619 793 395
 l Females.... 50 128 597 706 362

 45 f AMales 53 ........ 63 145 779 903 437
 Females 23 32 81 647 784 369

 55 Males. 31 48 86 1,013 1, I 9 503
 l Females 14 2 5 58 888 959 418

 5 Males 27 ........ 38 61 1,563 i,469 629
 l Females 10 15 34 1,276 1,5I 483

 75 ..... Males 20 30 48 1,709 I)494 593
 Females 10 15 26 1,413 1, *03 425

 In tllis table, therefore, the figures are given for three decades,
 and for the sake of comparison and contrast, the similar figures
 are given for the great fever group, that is, for typhus, typhoid,
 and simple continued fever. In each decade the results, though
 dealing with very different quantities, remain practically the same
 so far as the comparison of sex-incidence is 'concerned. In each
 decade, up to the age of 15, thle figures show a very slight pre-
 ponderance of male over female small-pox mortality. So far the
 influence of vaccination has been applied to both sexes alike; and
 both sexes appear to suffer from small-pox, if not to an identical
 degree, yet to degrees separated by so small a difference that they
 may well be treated as identical. But from aind after the age of
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 15 this remarkable similality in the figures for the two sexes
 ceases. So much so, that for some age-periods, such as that
 between 35 and 44 years, the incidence of small-pox on males is
 just about twice as severe as the corresponding incidence in the
 case of the otber sex. The fevers also show preponderance of male
 over female mortality, for this same period, but a much slighter
 preponderance than is the case with small-pox.

 It would thus appear obvious that the incidence of small-pox
 is a question of the exposure to the infection, and not a question
 of vaccination or the want of it. So long as the opportunities of
 exposure to the infection remain for both sexes practically alike,
 as during infancy and school age they undoubtedly do, so long also
 the incidence of the disease remains pretty much the same for botb.
 But as soon as an age is reached at which the more stay-at-home
 habits of the females tend to diminish the opportunities of infection
 as compared with those of the males who go more abroad, so soon
 also do the females begin to contribute far less than an equal share
 to the small-pox mortality. And the fact of the greater vaccina-
 tion of the male sex talken as a whole is of no avail whatever as a
 counteracting agency. Mfore exposure means more small-pox, and
 less exposure means less small-pox, no matter what the vaccinal
 conditions. Wherefore it follows that to remove small-pox we
 ought rather to remove chances of infection than have recourse to
 vaccination. In other words, where vaccination fails isolation and
 sanitation will suffice.

 To render this point of sex-incidence still clearer, if possible, I
 have constructed the accompanying diagramn, showing the sex-
 incidence of the small pox mortality from 1854 to 1887. The
 materials are to be found in the table of such1 incidence at various
 ages, given in the fifty-first Report of the Registrar-General,
 p. xxi.

 In this diagram the curve for the male death-rate from small-
 pox is drawn in a continuous line; that for the corresponding
 female rate in a dotted line. Hence whenever the continuous line
 in the diagram lies above the dotted, there is recorded an excess
 of male over female mortality, the amount of such excess being
 represented by the vertical distance between the two curves. It
 will be seen that, with a single exception, the' continuous curve
 lies in the upper position throughout the whole of its course
 through the various age-periods. That exception concerns the
 ages between 10 and 15; but the difference between the 8o
 females and the 76 males is hardly of noticeable importance. At
 the ages from 20 years and upwards the males bave an incidence
 of small-pox mortality which approaches to double the corre-
 sponding figures for females.
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 From the experience of Germany we can obtain striking con-

 firmation of these observations on sex-incidence. Here we have to

 deal with a much more certain and ascertainable amount of young

 adult revaccination. It is of course a mere historical common-
 place that the citizen army, co-extensive with the healtlhy adult

 male population, dates in Prussia from the Treaty of Tilsit in 1807.
 To evade the provisions of that treaty, by which the Prussian

 army was limited to 43,000 men, the device was hit upon of com-

 bining universal conscription with short service, whereby every

 nmale not incapacitated by ill health had to serve hiis time with the
 colours. The connection of this fact with the present controversy

 is due to the vaccination law of 1834, whereby every recruit was

 vaccinated or re-vaccinated with ten insertions of lymph in each

 arm. It is often contended that there was no law in Germany for

 compulsory revaccination prior to 1875. If so, then the military,
 that is to say the male adult, population would be distinguished

 from the civil, or female, adult population by the vastly greater
 extent and thoroughness of their revaccination. But again we

 find that in Germany also the adult males have more small-pox,

 and more fatal small-pox, than the females of similar age. The
 statistics on this point are not very full. Bat there would appear
 to be enough to establish at all events the absence of any female

 pre-eminence amongst the German small-pox of the great pandemic.
 For instance, in respect of Bavaria, to which the above principles
 apply fully, it was given in evidenice before the Commission
 (Second Report, Table K, p. 238) that of the total Bavarian small-
 pox deaths in 1871-72 no less than 52 per cent. were males. Nor
 has it ever, so far as I am aware, been observed that small-pox in
 Germany has shown, either in the incidence of its attack or by its
 actual mortality, any marked preference: for the female portion of
 the adult population. Yet such preference should have been shown
 to a very marked degree indeed if the conscriptional army vaccina-
 tion and re-vaccination of Germany were to produce a result in the
 least degree commensurate wvith its thoroughness and its wide
 diffusion.

 Thus, so far as we have the opportunity to observe the facts,
 it appears as a rule that the greater risks of infection appertaining
 to the male sex result in a greater actuality of small-pox, and that
 the greater vaccination of the males is powerless to destroy their
 pre-eminence in the incidence of the disease. The conclusion
 would thus appear hardly avoidable that the right way to contend
 against small-pox is by measures such as general sanitation in the
 broad senee above attached to the term, and isolation, which
 operate by diminution of the chances of infection, rather than by
 vaccination.
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 IX.-Fariation by Localities.

 Of this almost endlessly many-sided question there is now but
 one other aspect to which I can refer, the absence of local quan-

 titative concomitaiice between the decline of small-pox and the
 advance of vaccination. To this allusion has already been made
 in a general sense; bat I believe the investigation can be rendered
 more precise by aid of some returns given in the Medical Officer's
 Supplement to the Twenty-second and Twenty-third Reports of
 the Local Gover-nment Board, wherein is set forth a comparative
 view of the incidence of small-pox and some other zymotics in
 eighty-one such towns under notification, being the eighity-one
 such towns for which the Registrar-General publishes quarterly
 returns of mortality. Observing the wide variation and capricious
 incidence of small-pox in these places, I have endeavoured to com-
 pare the facts as to the incidence of small-pox upon them with the
 amount of their default under the Vaccination Acts for the last ten
 years, the small-pox figures referring only to the two years recorded
 in the table referred to, the years 1892-93. Selecting all the places
 where the total of small-pox cases exceeded ioO for the two years
 in question, and all the places where the similar total was less

 than 5, the small-pox incidence of attack per io,ooo of population,
 the small-pox incidence of mortality per 1o,ooo of the population,
 and the fatality of small-pox per cent. of cases were all calculated
 from the table referred to. The percentage of " children not
 "finally accounted for, including cases postponed," was then taken
 out for each year, 1882-91, and the average of such percentage
 default calculated for each of the places under consideration.
 These results are collected in Table XXIX.

 This done, the places with much and the places with little small-
 pox were next treated separately, in Tables XXX and XXXI,
 where the names are arranged in the order of the incidence of
 attack on the respective populations. It will at once be seen that
 the column for vaccinal default is of quite irregnlar arrangement.
 In Table XXX, Warrington, with only 5'24 of default, is at the top
 of the list, Sheffield, with about the same default, is at the bottom,
 while Leicester, with the highest default of all, is below the middle.
 The same result shows in Table XXXI, where the total of small-
 pox is very small, and where Eastbourne, with a very high default,
 is absolutely free from small-pox, and where Hartlepool, the highest
 for small-pox, has almost the lowest default of all. So that it
 would appear that, be the total of small-pox incident on a locality
 large or small, such incidence is entirely inldependent of the
 vaccinal condition of such locality.

 This view it is endeavoured to further enforce in Table XXXII.
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 Here the localities treated are arranged in four ways, in accordance
 with (1) the attack rate, (2) the mortality rate, (3) the fatality,
 and (4) the vaccinal default. It is submitted that if the vaccinal
 condition were the only determining cause of the observed variolous
 phenomena, or even if it were a predominently influencing cause,
 there would be found a close correspondence, approaching to
 identity, in these four arrangements. But the truth is the reverse

 of this. Warrington, which heads the list both for attaclk and
 mortality, and for fatality ianks very high, is as low in vaccinal
 default as Hartlepool, which has neither mortality nor fatality
 to be reckoned. And so throughout the table. There is no
 approach to quantitative concomitance to be found between the
 arrangements of the fourth column and that of the first three.

 X.-Conclusion.

 I have here confined myself to the issues which in my opinion
 concern the question of the maintenance, amendment, or abolition
 of the present vaccination law. I have endeavoured to show that

 statistical inquiry breaks down at every point the claims originally
 urged on its behalf. Other claims set up of later years in favour
 of thle operation as a mitigator or temporary postponing agency as
 against small-pox are in my view no less false than these I have
 endeavoured to meet, and my statistical grounds for that con-
 clusion would be, on some other occasion, very much at the service
 of this Society, should anly care to hear. But claiming no infalli-
 bility on the question itself-holding that the claim to statistical

 infallibility is infallibly the claim of a statistical quack, I yet
 submit with some confidence that a case, even if mistaken, which
 can be supported as I have tried to support it, and by others far
 more powerfully than by me, is one which should be met, and one
 which, whether we like it or not, will sooner or later lhave to be
 met, by weapons quite other than those of the criminal law. To
 have argned thus before the Royal Statistical Society may indeed
 have been an error, but it is an evil thing, for England that it
 should also be a crime.

 VOL. LX. PART III. 2 P.
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 TABLE XXIX.-Thie Small-Pox aczd Vtaccinal Conditioni Compared for the

 [Fromii the " Medical Officer's Supplements to the
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 Y'ears 1892 and 1898 of Twentty-Four Localities under N11otification.

 Reports of the Local Government Board."]

 - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Avera(ve Animall
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 TABLE XXX.-Small-Pox and Vaccination-Default compared by Localities.

 (a.) Districts with more than Ioo cases in 1892.93.

 Cases Ittack Riite ttortalityAverage Annual
 Population Cases Attack Bate Mortality Fatality )ef ault of

 Distric:t. Notified, per Deattlis. per Vaccination
 in 1891. 1892-93. IO,OOO. IO,OCO. per Cent. per Cent. of Births,

 Warrington 52,743 636 120 5 73 13-8 11.4 5-24

 Wakefield 33,146 364 109 8 33 999 9O 4.00

 Walsall .. 71,789 768 106-9 67 9-3 8.7 10-31

 Halifax .. 89,832 5oo 55 6 5 2 5-7 I104 32-43

 Bradford ....... 216,361 1,024 47.3 I19 5.5 i I 6 12-26
 Oldham ....... 131,463 490 37'2 79 5 0 I 6 i 42'12

 Southampton .... 65,32I 164 25-1 10 1i5 6-o 8-78

 Birmingham .... 478,113 Is,O: 21-3 7 ' 1 4 6,9 4-44

 Aston Manor .... 68,639 I 26 18 3 x 01 o07 8-30

 Leicester .... ....... 174,624 3 20 183 zi 1'2 6. 5 63 07
 Middlesbrough 75,532 Icz 14 8 9 1-1 8 o 3-39

 Manchester ...... 505,368 741 14-6 5? 09 6. 7 3,88

 Salford ........ 198,139 1 86 9-3 23 1i1 12-3 9'00
 Bristol ...... 221,578 I 69 7-6 1 7 0 7 I00 5-87

 Liverpool ...... 517,980 2 5z 4-8 zz 0 4 8.7 4-51

 Sheffield ... ........ 324,243 j . 4-4 I 3 0 4 8.9 4,86

 TABLE XXXI.-Small-Pox and Vaccination-Default compared by Localities.

 (b.) Districts with less than 5 cases in 1892.93.

 Avera;e Aninual
 Population Cases Attack Rate Mortality Fatality Default of

 District. Notified, per Deaths. per Vaccination
 in 1891. 1892-93. 10,000. 10,000. per Cent. per Cent. of Births, 1882-91.

 Hartlepool ........ 21,271 3 1-4 0 - 0 552
 Darlington ........ 38,060 3 (,.7 o o 8-52

 Gloucester ..... 89,441 3 0 o - o 37 08

 Norwich .... 100,970 3 0 3 o o 11,02
 Preston .... 107,578 3 0 2 O - O 7 68

 Xerthyr Tydfil 58,080 I 01 o o 2-66

 Colchester ........ 35,559 o - o 8-41

 3astbourne ........3 4,969 o - o - - 32-17
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 TABLE XXXII.-All the Localities Dealt vith in Tables XXIX-XXXYVI.

 4 rranged in order of

 Attack Bate per o,ooo. Mortality per io,ooo. Fatality per Cent. of Vaccinatil D)efault per Cases. Cenlt. of Blirtlis.

 Warrington Warrinaton Oldhamn Leicester
 Wakefield Wakefield Salford Oldham
 Walsall Walsall Bradford Gloucester
 Halifax Oldha nm Warringt on Halifax
 Bradford Halifax Halifax Eastbourne
 Oldham Bradford Bristol Bradford
 Southampton Southampton Wakefield Norwich
 Birmingham Birminglham Sheffield Walsall
 Aston Manor Leicesttvr Walsall Salford
 Leicester Salford Liverpool Southampton
 Middlesbrough Middlesbrouglh Middlesbrough Darlington
 Manchester MIanchester Birmingham Colohester
 Salford Bristol Manchester Aston Manor
 Bristol Liverpool Leicester Preston
 Liverpool Sheffield Southampton Bristol
 Sheffield Aston Mlanor Aston Manor Hartlepool
 Hartlepool Warrington
 Darlington Sheffield
 Gloucester Liverpool

 Norwich None None Birmingham
 Preston oer neWakefield
 Merthyr Tydfil I Manchester
 Eastbourne I Middlesbrough
 Colchester ) J Merthyr Tydfil
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 DiSCUSSIoN on Mir. MFILNES'S PAPER.

 MR. NOEL HUMPHREYS said that he was much suirprised that
 the author had carefully avoided all but the most inlcidental
 reference to the remarkable epidemic of small-pox in Gloucester,
 and he doubted whether the subject of the paper could be statisti-
 cally treated with suiccess without such reference. Mfr. Milnes did
 not profess to cover the whole statistical ground, but it should be
 noted that he had not referred to the Small-pox Hospital statistics,
 which showed a marked contrast between the mortality of vacci-

 nated annd unvaccinated cases, or to the remarkable difference in
 the type of disease between vaccinated and unvaccinated cases.
 Neither had he referred to the efficiency of re-vaccination in
 providing comparatively absolute protection to nurses and doctors
 in small-pox hospitals. With regard to the statistics dealt with
 in the paper, the following criticisms suggested themselves: the
 author sought to make a point, and to draw a lesson from the
 assertion that " vaccination and small-pox attained their maximum
 together, and together they have steadily declined." Now that
 statement was not only inaccurate but it was misleading. The
 amount of default of infant vaccination referred to would have to
 be maintained for a large number of years before it would
 materially affect the proportional vaccination of the w-hole popula-
 tion. It was impossible to discuss in detail Mr. Milnes's comparison
 between the rates of mortality of different diseases; but he could
 not help demurring to Mr. Milnes's contention that the decline of
 small-pox could not be due to vaccination because fever and cholera
 had declined concurrently with small-pox. Fever and cholera
 were ackiiowledged to be mainly caused by insanitary local coni-
 ditions, but it could not be urged that small-pox was caused by
 foul drains or bad water. Mr. Milnes had blamed the Registrar-
 General for not publishing statistics of vaccination which he did
 not possess, and which the law did not require to be recorded.
 No one regretted more than he himself, from a statistical point of
 view, that this information was not given more generally, and he
 should welcome any change in the law which would promote this
 result. Mr. Milnes also complained that there was nio coluimn in
 the Registrar-General's reports for re-vaccinated cases of fatal
 small-pox; but he need hardly say that if such cases occurred,
 which wvas doubtful, they were not so certified in the death register.
 With reference to the assertion that small-pox mortality was
 governed by sanitation rather than by vaccination, the author in
 the latter part of the paper admitted that small-pox prevalence
 and fatality was really a question of exposure, but he evidently
 did not see the bearing of this admission from a statistical point of
 view with regard to the relative mortality from small-pox in
 healthy districts and in Liverpool. No doubt it was in great
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 measure a question of exposure, and the residents in a seaport
 town like Liverpool were exposed to many times greater risk than
 those living in the rural districts ehosen to represent the healthy
 districts. The same remarks applied to the comparison between
 the proportional small-pox mortality in the urban and rural
 districts of Scotlanid.

 With regard to a table which the author bad done him the
 bonLour to extract from a paper which he (Mlr. Humphreys) had
 recently submitted to this Society, it was constructed for the
 purpose of showing that there w- as a constant relationl between the
 proportion of chiltd mortality from small-pox and the default of
 infant vaccination. Air. MIilnes, with the assistance of his friend
 Mr. Alexander Paul, had laboured very industriously to discredit
 the obvious lesson taught by this table, and had arrived at the
 conclusion that the higrher proportion of children's deaths in
 Leicester was due to the high proportion of children attacked.
 This was probably a trustworthy conclusion, and one that was
 equally trustworthy as an explanation of the high proportion of
 child mortality in Gloucester. Mr. Mfimnes and his friend, however,
 did not assign any more satisfactory explanation of the large pro-
 portion of children attacked by small-pox in Leicester and
 Gloucester than the recent neglect of infant vaccination.

 With regard to the auLthor's inferences from the sex-incidence
 of small-pox, it appeared to him that the assertion that there
 could be no doubt that re-vaccination was preponderatingly
 incident upon the male sex was a gratuitous one. It was true
 that re-vaccination was compulsory in the case of soldiers, but
 there was ground for believing that the evidence of doctors would
 show that the re-vaccination of females exceeded that of males,
 and that females had lnot the same objectioni to re-vaccination
 often shown by males. No doubt the question of exposure to
 infection was an important one, and as males were more liable to
 exposure than females in common lodging houses and elsewhere,
 this might account for the higher rate of mortality from small-pox
 among males than among females.

 Dr. WVALTER HADWEN said he helong-ed to Glouicester, and had
 gone into the question of the epidemic at that place very carefully.
 The whole question could be settled by looking at the map which
 the Medical Officer of Healtlh for the city had recently published
 in his report, from which it would be noted that small-pox was
 practically restricted to the southern half of Gloucester. As re-
 garded the question of unvaccinated children and what relation
 that bore to this geographical fact, the Medical Officer of Health
 declared at the commencement of the epidemic there were 12,000
 unvaccinated children under 10 years of age in the city. Of that
 number there were some 700 cases of small-pox, and of these only
 23 were vaccinated. At that time of course they were all prac-
 tically unvaccinated. When however the number of unvaccinated
 children was reckoned with the number of vaccinated children to
 the balance of all children, anid it was remembered that for tne
 past ten years therc had been 96 per cent. of vaccination default,
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 it worked out that practically the vaccinated and the unvaccinated
 children had had an equal small-pox attack rate. Further, he
 begged to call in question the accuracy of the Medical Officer of
 Health's statistics. When their own statistics were brought out,
 which they would be shortly, it would be seen that the vaccinated
 children of Gloucester had suffered more than the unvaccinated.
 Of the total I,980 cases of small-pox of all ages said to have
 occurred in the city, 1,172 were officially acknowledged to have been
 vaccinated. Another point was tlis: they had been told that sanita-
 tion had no effect upon the disease, but seeing that the small-pox
 in Gloucester was restricted to the southern part of the city, and
 bearing in mind that all Gloucester was equally unvaccinated, it
 certainly looked as if there must be some cause other than vaccin-
 atiola which could have affected the result. Throughout the whole
 of south Gloucester there had been complaints for years with
 regard to its sanitary condition. In two streets, Alma Place and
 Terrace and New Street, an eighth part of all the small-pox cases
 in Gloucester were situated. The houses in these streets had only
 four small rooms in them, and the sanitary conditions were simply
 shocking, the drainage and water supply being scandalously de-
 fective. He had no doubt that the epidemic was caused by these
 conditions. To show that such was the case, they had the fact that
 the city surveyor had petitioned that throughout the length of the
 Barton district, where the small-pox cases largely occurred, the old
 sewer should be taken up and replaced by a new one laid at a lower
 level in order that there might be a better fall for the side streets.
 With regard to the mortality amongst children, it was certainly
 largely due to the shocking neglect which took place in the hospital.
 Two, three, and four children weere placed in a bed together; instead
 of 2,000 or 3,000 cubic feet of air per patient, they were reduced to
 6oo or 700; they had no water applied to their bodies or even faces
 whilst confined to bed, in many cases for weeks, and there was an
 utter absence of treatment in every shape and form. Out of 429
 deaths in Gloucester, 200 occurred in the hospital; this was prac-
 tically half the small-pox mortality. In the hospital this number
 of deaths occurred out of only 730 cases received as compared with
 1,250 odd cases outside. To show what the condition of the treat-
 ment was, he might mention that there were a couple of what were
 called " quacks " who treated patients: one by ointment only, and;
 the other by water treatment, and from well authenticated cases it
 appeared that one had about io per cent. of deaths and the other
 only 2 per cent. He had obtained the names and addresses of the
 whole of these cases. The total death-rate including the latter had
 reached the enormous total of 26-3 per cent. Excepting the fatality
 under the insanitary conditions of the old London Small-Pox
 Hospital, to which only the worst cases were admitted, this was the
 highest small-pox death-rate on authentic record.

 Mr. SHIRLEY MURPHY said the first point that interested him
 was the proportion of vaccinated and unvaccinated persons
 admitted into the London hospitals. Mr. Milnes was of opinion
 that those proportions were practically what they were in the
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 outside population, and he drew his deductions from the statistics
 of the Higbgate Small-Pox Hospital. This would not be a fair
 sample of the London population, for the reason that the Highgate
 Hospital did not receive children unider 7 years of age; and
 secondly, it drew its patients from a different class of population
 from that of the other small-pox hospitals of London. If he
 wished to draw conclusions from hospital statistics, he would
 rather take the proportions of unvaccinated to vaccinated in the
 hospitals of the Metropolitan Asylums Board. He found that in
 1890-95 there were 4,839 cases admitted into the hospital ships, of
 which 68 i per cent. were vaccinated. If with the vaccinated cases
 were included all those with reference to which no information
 could be given as to the state of vaccination, it raised the propor-
 tion to 77e4 per cent. Mr. Milnes would probably argue that this
 number approached his figure of 8o per cent., which he con-
 sidered as the proportion of vaccinated in the population. He
 (Mr. Murphy) was not able to agree with that, tlhough, without
 discussing the point further, he would ask, why not draw your
 inference from what was taking place among the youngr children
 of the population? During the same period 789 children under
 10 years of age were admitted into the hospitals, of which I 5 5 per
 cent. were vaccinated. If among the vaccinated were included
 those as to whom there was no evidence as to vaccination, this
 percentage was raised to 205. Could any one assume that these
 figures represented the proportion of the vaccinated under 10
 years of age in the London population? With regard to vaccina-
 tion in the Prussian army, the facts appeared to be taken from
 a book which he (Mr. Murphy) held in his hand. Bat Mr. Mimnes
 must at the same time have seen in this book the diagram which
 related to what took place in the French and Austrian armies,
 and was given for the purposes of contrast. That diagram
 represented that the deaths from small-pox in the Prussian army
 had disappeared, whereas it had continued to a later date in the
 Austrian and the French armies. He thought that when statistics
 were presented to a society like the Statistical, this fact should
 not have been omitted. Referring to the large proportion of
 deaths from small-pox concerning which there was no statement
 as to vaccination, he agreed with Mr. Milnes that it was important
 to have the facts as to vaccination, whichever way they might tell,
 plainly put before the country. He pointed out that in London
 a large number of deaths occurred in hospitals, where the cases
 were under more accurate observation, so that the proportions
 of vaccinated and unvaccinated deaths could be better ascertained.
 He found, taking fifteen years from 1881 to 1895, that whereas in
 the whole country 56 4 per cent. of the deaths were included
 under the beading " no statement," in London the proportion was
 only 35-4 per cent. He had applied the London proportions
 of "vaccinated," "unvaccinated," and " no statement " deaths to
 the deaths from small-pox in the country generally, and found that
 if the proportions had been the same for the whole country as in
 London, 3,3 5 I deaths under the heading " no statement " would
 have to be distributed among the vaccinated and unvaccinated in
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 the following proportions: I,460 would go to the vaccinated, and
 1,89I to the unvaccinated. Ho could not read into the omission to
 state on the death certificate the condition as to vaccination,
 the desire not to state the facts, but if they were stated they
 would probably ranige themselves very much in the proportions
 stated. In Londoll, on this point, they lhad fuller statisti-cs than
 those of the Registrar-General. The fact that small-pox cases
 were usually sent to the hospital ships, enabled a more exact
 statement to be made as to the condition of vaccination than if the
 people remainec in their own homes. The deaths in the Asylums
 Board Hospitals fell into the following proportions: Of the
 vaccinated at all ages 25'9 per cent., of the unvaccinated 53-6,
 and of the no evidence 20-5. This had reference to deaths that
 occurred in the period 1891-95. Dealing with those under 5 years
 of age, the Registrar-General in hiis report had given for the same
 period 7'2 deaths among the vaccinated, 8o08 among the un-
 vaccinated, nnd 12 per cent. "no statement." But when he
 (Mr. Murphy) examined the Asylums Board returns, he found
 that out of 1 20 deaths under 5 years of age, in only two instances
 was there no evidenice as to vaccinationi, the whole of the remain-
 ing li8 being unnvaccinated children. One might go a step
 further and take the deaths under 1 year of age. In the same
 period, as shown by the Registrar-General's reports, there were
 5I deaths at this age in london. These were divided into 5 9
 vaccinated, 78-4 unvaccinated, and I 5-7 no statement. Then
 turning to the Asylums Board Returns, he found that of 43 deaths
 occarring in the Asylums Board Hospital, all were unvaccinated.
 He was sorry that time did not permit him to touch upon other
 important matters.

 MIr. G. U. YULE said that the criticisnms he wished to make
 were of a much more genieral character than those brought forward
 by most of the previous spealers. Owing partly to the method
 adopted, partly to the insufficiency of the statistics, the cases that-
 MIr. Milnes adduced to show that there was no relation between
 vaccinal default and small-pox, were equally incapable of exhibiting
 any relation between " sanitation " (or anything else) and small-
 'pox. The discussion was in fact futile.

 Consider the question of method. Mr. Milnes himself -argued
 that small-pox rates were a function of a great variety of causes,
 that he grouped uander the general ter m " sanitation " (in a much
 extended sense). If, then, it were desired to investigate the effect
 of varying rates of vaccination, the variations of sanitation should
 first be allowed for, and the residual differences in small-pox rates
 observed. In the case of ordinary death-rates, for example, cor-
 rection had to be made for age and sex-distribution before using
 the rates for comparative purposes, e.g., by reducing the rates
 to the basis of a " standard population." Similarly Mr. Mlilnes
 should have reduced his rates to the basis of a " standard
 sanitation " for the purpose of studying the effects of vacci-
 nation, aDd vice versa, or have got over the difficulty in some equi-
 valent manne r In not a single case was this attempted; the
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 author bad entirely failed to grasp the situation impliecl in his
 own arguments.

 Take the question of sex-incidence (Table XXVIII of the
 paper). Assuming Mr. Mlilnes's statements on the greater
 prevalence of re-vaccination among males to be correct, it did not
 follow in the least, as he stated, that male mortality above the age
 of re-vaccination should be less than female. The ratio between
 the two would depend on the value of the ratio in the enitire
 absence of re-vaccination. This was unknown; but if there was
 more re-vaccination among males in the last period (1871-80) as
 compared with tlle first (1851-60), all that mig,ht be expected
 would be a decrease in the ratio of male to femnale mortality
 above, say, the age-group 10-15. This was precisely what had
 happened, as evidenced by the following table deduced from Mr.
 Milues's by working out the ratios. The sex-ratio had decreased
 in the last columin, as compared with the first or second, at every
 age-group without exception from 15-20 upwards. No similar
 change had occurred in the fever fi gul-es, -which were given for
 comparison:

 TABLE I.-Ratio of ilfale to Female Small-Pox and Fever Mfortality
 Female taken as 1OO.

 Small-Pox. Fev er.
 Age reriod. -

 1851-60. 1861-70. 1871-80. 1851-60. 1861-70. 1871-80.

 All ............ 120 126 129 100 102 97
 0. 103 102 104 98 97 102
 5. 112 107 113 87 91 88
 10 .92 100 98 78 78 80
 15. 130 114 109 84 86 89
 20 .191 191 164 109 114 130
 25 .175 194 164 107 110 113
 a.......... 187 196 165 109 112 109
 45 .231 214 179 120 115 118
 5. 243 192 148 118 12L 120
 65. 270 233 180 123 127 129
 75 .= ... 200 200 185 121 124 145

 Again, take the discussion of incidence on various localities.
 Tables (Nos. XXX, XXXI) were there given of only i6 sanitary
 districts in which more than iOO cases of small-pox occurred
 during the two years 1892-93, and of only 8 in which fewer than
 five cases occurred, with particulars of small-pox attack-rate,
 mortality, and vaccinal default. To these tables he (Mr. Yule)
 had added a fourth column giving the percentage of the popula-
 tion living two or more to a room, estimating these " overcrowding "
 figures from the data obtained by the census of 1891. This " over-
 crowding" might be called a measure of " sanitation " in Mr.
 Milnes's much generalised sense-and a most important measure,
 it might be imagined, in the case of a highly contagious disease
 like small-pox. The whole of Mr. Milnes's paragraph on his tables
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 co-uld, however, be re-written on Table II below with a slight
 alteration-the substitution of "sanitation" or "overcrowding"
 all the way through for " vaccinal default."

 TABLE IL.-Small-Pox in various Localities.

 (Tables XXX and XXXI of the paper, with columns of Overcrowdin,q added.)

 Attack Ratte .Uortality Average Overcrowding Aninual I)eAult (per Cent. of
 Sanitary District (Urban). per Io,ooo, per xo,oco, of Vaccination Populationt Living

 1892-93. 1692-93. per Cent. of Births, 'Two or nio e
 1882.91. to a Roonin).

 (Table XXX.)

 Warrington ............... 120 5 13-8 524 1I7I
 Wakefield .................1098 9.9 40oo 277-9z
 Walsall ............... 106-9 9 3 10?31 15'8)
 Halifax ............... 55-6 57 32'43 3 1i06
 Bradford ............... 47.3 5.5 [ 2z 6 25Z 3
 Oldham . .............. 37 2 5 0 4z lz J 7-7X
 Southamptoin . .. 25-1 15 8 78 6 86
 Birmingham ............. 21-3 14 4A44 21*99
 Aston Manor ............ 18 3 01 83o0 I2-96
 Leicester ............... 18'3 1-2 63A07 4'33
 Middlesbrougli ............ 14-8 11 3*39 27'53
 Manchester ............... 14 6 0o9 3.88 4-49
 Salford ................. 93 1i 190?? 1 5-35
 Bristol ............... 7-6 0o7 5-87 14 ?9
 Liverpool ............... 4 8 0 4 4 51 l7.63
 Sheffield ............... 4-1. 0 4 4886 I8-67

 (Table XXXI.)

 Hartlepool ............... 14 - ^z 43 29
 Dhrlingtoi .............. 07 - 8-5z z ;6*
 Gloucester . .............. 0.7 - 3 7o8 7 47
 Norwich ............... 0(3 -1I-O' 8.3o
 Preston . .............. 0 2 --68 8-o8
 Merthyr Tydvil 01....... - 2 66 2V24
 Colchester . ........... - 844 5-71
 Eastbourne - 3... I17 6-8 1

 "It would at once be seen that the column for sanitation was
 of quite irregular arrangement. In Table XXX, Warrington,
 with overcrowding I 2 per cent., was at the top of the list; Sheffield
 with ig per cent. was at the bottom; Leicester, with far the lowest
 overcrowding of all, was near the middle. The same result was
 shown in Table XXXI, where Gloucester, with 7-5 per cent. of
 overcrowding, bad no less attack-rate than Darlington with 26 per
 cent. So that it would appear that be the total of small-pox incident
 on a locality, large or small, such incidence was entirely inide-
 pendent of the sanitary condition of such locality."

 Now Mr. Milnes's words and his (Mr. Yule's) stood on exactly
 the same footing. They were both sound statistical arguments
 or they wcre both sheer nonsense. Of course both arguments were
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 baseless. You could not take vaccination alone or sanitation alone,
 in the first place, but must consider both together by some method
 miore effective than looking down a list; anid in the second place
 the material handled was much too small. Two years (1892-93)
 were an absurdly short period on which to average the rates for a
 rare and sporadic disease like small-pox-the rates were in no way
 representative of the localities-and i6 towns were far too small
 a group on which to base conclusions.

 Precisely the same kind of fallacy occurred in Table VI, where
 a list of the numbers of deaths in three successive epidemics (1858,
 1864, and 1871) was given, and the great increase in mortality
 seriously pointed out as evide-nce of the insufficiency of vaccination.

 But would Mr. Milnes maintain that there was a great decrease
 in " sanitation " between the first epidemic and the last If not,
 the figures could no more be held to prove the inefficacy of vaccina-
 tion than they could be held to disprove the value of sanitation.

 Again, in the paragraphs round Tables XXIII-XXVI, Mr.
 Milnes argued that the large percentage of children's deaths in the
 list of six towns given was no evidence of severity of epidemic or of
 danger caused by lack of vaccination. He subsequently concluded,
 from figures referring to Scotland, that " It appears clearly the more
 generally healthy the conditions of the districts the smaller is the
 children's share of the mortality." He (Mr. Yule) could not agree
 that this " appeared clearly " from the figures given, but taking it
 for granted, he naturally tried to apply it in part explanation of
 the phenomena in five of the six towns, omitting London, which
 could hardly be treated as a single district. The figures were as
 follows, using overcrowding again as a measure of sanitation:

 TABLE III.

 Percentage of Percentage of Overcrowding Percentage a a ~~~~~(Percenta~ of ntsg
 Childreu's Attacks Chlildren's Deaths Population tiving Default,

 oii Total. on Trotatl. rsCFo or more 1882-91. on Total. on Total, to a Room).

 Warrington ........ 9,83 2il*l8 11-7 5-24
 Elieffield ........... 12 42 25 6o 18 7 4+85
 Pewsburv ........... 21:64 gI*8z 42 0 P
 Gloucester ........... 35,67 645 z 75 3 7o8
 Leicester o........... 3053 r 6676 } 4.3 63.07

 The result seemed scarcely satisfactory for Mr. Milnes's theory,
 Gloucester and Leicester had far and away the lowest overcrowding,
 of the whole list.

 As be (MIr. Yule) had stated at the beginning of his remarks,
 Mr. Milnes's figures, as he gave them, frequently did not exhibit
 any clear relation between small-pox rates and vaccination, but
 neither did they exhibit any clear relation between small-pox and
 anything else. Method and statistics were merely incapable of
 elacidating anything whatever.

 There was a curious lapse on Mr. Milnes's part on p. 567
 Speaking in September, 1896, Lord Lister remarked that small-pox
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 was then "absolutely unknown in the huge German army." To
 confute this statement, Mr. Milnes triumphantly brought forward
 statistics that stopped short at 1887, i.e., nearly a decade before
 the time to which the statement referred.

 Dr. E. J. EDWARDS said that as reference had been made to the
 German army, he might perhaps be permitted to make one further
 reference. The statistics gave only one death in the German army
 in twenty years, and it must not be forgotten that in all Germany,
 with a very large population, which had re-vaccination by the law
 of 1874, the deaths per million had remained fairly stationary, and
 at a minimum. There was only one country in Europe till recently
 which hacd been properly vaccinated, and that was Germany. Now
 Italy too had a good vaccination law since 1888, and the results
 obtained therefrom were already very gratifying. The deaths per
 Ioo,ooo living in 284 chief communes during ten years 1881-90
 averaged '35 each year, but during four years 1891-94 averaged
 only 6 each year.

 There was a remarkable diminution in number after the Act
 hlad been applied a few years. He thought it was high time that
 the medical professiGn in this country recognised the fact that
 no country could be called a well vaccinated country which had
 olnly primary vaccination; more men and wonmen died in such a
 country from small-pox than before vaccination was discovered.

 Mr. ALFRED MILNES in reply regretted that there had not been
 time in which to properly criticise his paper, or to allow of his
 replying to such criticism as had been made. As it was, he would
 only ask the indulgence of the Members for a reply on two points.
 He had been asked why he had not dealt with the subject of
 Gloucester. He felt that that was a subject which could best
 be dealt wit-h by Dr. Hadweni, who knew Gloucester thoroughly,
 and he thought the short statement which that gentleman had
 given would fully explain the state of the case. The real reason
 why he did not treat of Gloucester in the paper was, to put it
 frankly, that neither side could trust the other as to the figures
 connected with Gloucester. He did not believe one word of tlle
 twching which claimed to rest on certain figures which had been
 quoted upon the subject of Gloucester, simply because he had been
 there and knew what the state of sanitation was. And secondly,
 when he was blamed for niot taking up the question of the Austrian,
 Prussian, and German armies, he might remind them that the
 date of conmpulsory vaccination in the Prussian army was 1834
 and not 1872. The law of compulsory vaccination in Germany,
 or rather in Prussia, for the whole population dated from 1835, as
 wvas apparent from the law, still existing in print, and of which he
 had a copy. Nor must it be forgotten that the Austrian armies
 were close to the confines of those countries of south-easteri
 Europe, where insanitation prevailed to the most horrible extent.
 The whole question of small-pox or no small-pox was one of ex-
 posure and not a question of vaccination at all.
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